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Who let the
dogs out?
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party Iii tor tile sport 01 kings
Equestrian team throws a
birthday bash for prize mare
By Eryk Salvagglo
Style Editor
1 t's a birthday party with a twist: The guest ofhonor won't be able to blow out any candlesand balloons are prohibited because they scarethe birthday girl. Besides that, it's your typical
birthday celebration. Oh, and it's being thrown for a
horse.
That horse is One Vine Lady, the University of
Maine's racehorse, who turned 10 this year. To bring
attention to both her and the equestrian resources
available to students at Witter Farm, the UMaine
Bookstore helped to sponsor the event, which
included a serenade to the horse by members of the
UMaine Steiners a cappella group.
"We decided to draw attention to this group,"
said David Hazen, the assistant director of the
UMaine Bookstore. "The Witter Center is a mile
and a half up the road and I don't know if half the
students are even aware that we have this program."
The celebration featured carrot cake — for the
people — and a UMaine T-shirt in the largest size
available was given to the horse. The Drill team did
a demonstration on the mall and ponies were on
hand for petting. There was also a cart on hand to
deal with the left-behind manure.
The story of One Vine I My really begins in
1998. The Witter Center — a 300-acre farm with
stables and livestock — closed in 1996. After two
years, renovations and moving in some new live-
stock residents, the modernized center re-opened
One Vme Lady came in around 2001.
See HORSE on Page 5
CAMPUS PHOTO BY ERYK SALVAGGIO
WHAT A HORSE— Melissa Spencer poses with UMaine horse
One Vine Lady, who celebrated her birthday yesterday.
Chandrasekar
not returning
next semester
By Heather Steeves
Staff Reporter
Chandrasekar
Student Body President Priyanth
Chandrasekar announced to The Maine
Campus that, as of July this year, he
will resign from his presidency.
Chandrasekar, who had run for
president earlier this school year 'mow-
ing that he would be able to graduate
this May, had originally intended to
complete two minors and stay at the
University of Maine to fulfill his term.
This, however, will not be the case. Having been accept-
ed to his choice school — the London School of Economics
— with a scholarship, Chandrasekar had tried to defer his
enrollment. The school could not guarantee his scholarship
if he had decided to defer enrollment.
"I'm really disappointed," Chandrasekar said about his
decision to leave his position, although he said his term had
been "very sucePssful for the past three months." • '
Chandrasekar said that he intends to bring three resolu-
tions to senate next week in hopes that he can still make an
impact in his last few weeks of presidency.
Chandrasekar's resignation will make Vice President
William Pomerleau the new student body president.
Pomerleau will be required to choose a new vice president
to replace him. He has stated that he has not yet made a fmal
decision as to who may replace him, but has stated that the
few he has in mind are all currently in the senate.
See GSS on Page 5
Business professor
steps up to dean post
Mahon agrees to two-year commitment
By Tony Reaves
News Editor
On July 1,
Professor John
Mahon is
scheduled to
begin a two-
year post as
Dean of the
College of
Business,
Public Policy
and Health at the University of
Maine.
Mahon is a professor in the
business college where he is
UMaine's John M. Murphy Chair
of International Business Policy
and Strategy, an endowed faculty
position.
In his six years at the universi-
ty, Mahon has taken on several
administrative positions, includ-
ing a run as interim provost and is
currently director of the School
of Policy and International
Affairs.
"His professional accomplish-
Mahon
ments are just remarkable," said
professor Robert Strong, who
chaired the search committee that
selected Mahon. "He is truly
internationally known in the
management community."
Strong said Mahon has made
presentations in more than 30
international locations since he
came to UMaine in 2001. Mahon
was unavailable for comment as
he is speaking at a conference on
globalism in Abu Dhabi, United
Arab Emirates. His speech is
titled "Immigration and
Outsourcing: Enlarging Fault
Lines and Aftershocks of
Globalization."
According to Strong, Mahon
didn't seek to be dean of the busi-
ness college nor had he sought to
be the interim provost. However,
his expertise in business manage-
ment has repeatedly made him a
candidate for temporary adminis-
trative positions. Strong said
Mahon will see the business col-
lege through the accreditation
See MAHON on Page 6
Steam Plant sounds off again
Retired warning whistle may be used for emergency notification
By Brian Sylvester
Assistant News Editor
At noon on Saturday, April 28, the University of
Maine will test its long-dormant Steam Plant whistle to
see if it still works and examine the feasibility of inte-
grating the whistle into an emergency alert system.
"It will be loud," said university spokesman Joe Carr,
adding that people "shouldn't be alarmed." The whistle,
if it works, will be heard throughout the campus, Orono
and Old Town.
"The point to Saturday's test is just to assure ourselves
it works," Carr said. 'The idea is to possibly begin using
it again as part of an emergency notification system."
The whistle itself, which is approximately the size of
a two liter soda bottle and is cast in bronze, currently
resides in heating plant superintendent Charles Spalding's
office.
"I've already tested the whistle," he said. "It works."
"I'm in the process now of replacing rusted lines and
freeing up the valves from it not being used," he said. The
test on Saturday will send 130 pounds per square inch of
pressure through a one-and-one-quarter-inch line and
tlumugh the whistle, which will theoretically emit a shriek
that will be heard for miles around.
The whistle has been dormant for at least 10 years,
although university officials have been speculating as to
the exact date the whistle stopped being used. In the '60s,
the whistle was used as part of an emergency alert sys-
tem.
Charles Chandler, associate director of Public Safety,
remembers the days when the whistle was a weekly
reminder of the troubled times they lived in.
CAMPUS PHOTO BY ADRIANNE HESS
BLOW MY WHISTLE — Chip Spalding, super-
intendent of the Steam Plant, shows off the
whistle that will be tested on Saturday.
"I started school in 1966," he said. "It was there then,
and was tested at noon every Friday."
"In those days if you heard several long blasts, that
meant you were supposed to seek shelter because a
See WHISTLE on Page 6
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WORDoFMOUTH
What was your
worst summer job?
"Working for my dad...
renovating buildings."
Joseph Gaudet
First year
Electrical/computer engineering
"Crushing cans
and bottles."
Brandon flartt
Second year
Business
"Working at the dairy bar
was pretty bad in my
hometown."
Charity Harmon
First year
Music education
"Working at a perfume
factory. It makes you
smell all day."
Andrea Dufour
Third year
Marine biology
"Working at a grocery
store."
Zahirah Salahuddin
Third year
Marine science
"Snack bar; I worked at a
country club."
Abigail Coulter
Second year
Theatre and pre-med
"Construction labor." "Working at MBNA."
Timothy Richter
Second year
Engineering
Douglas Lamb
Fourth year
Philosophy
-rue ORONO 5-DAY PORECA5T
THURSDAY
0
Sunny
65/35
FRIDAY
0
0
11%
Rain
51/41
SATURDAY
0
0
Chance of
showers
58/41
SUNDAY
0
0
Chance of
showers
58/41
MONDAY
0
0
Chance of
showers
59/34
THE NE COMMUNITYCAMPUS CALENDAR
Thursday
Team building seminar
A seminar will be held at the
Target Technology Center, 20
Godfrey Dr., Orono, Conference
Room AB from noon until 2 p.m.
Home buying seminar
A UCU educational seminar
on building or purchasing a home
will be held in the Bumps Room,
Memorial Union from noon until 1
p.m. Registration is required.
Contact Kim Saucier at 581-
1457.
Uncomputable numbers
A lecture will be held by Greg
Chaitin of the IBM Watson
Research Center in New York at
2:10 p.m. in 227 Neville Hall.
Friday
Fisheries lecture
James Sulikowski, an assis-
tant professor from the University
of New England, will be lecturing
on conservation at 11 a.m. in
Room 354, Aubert Hall. This is
part of the School of Marine
Sciences Seminar Series.
Forest seminar
Catherine Larouche, Ph.D.
student, University of Laval will
present "Regeneration of Thuja
occidentalis in Mixed Wood
Stands After Partial Cuts." This
Correction
will be part of the School of
Forest Resources Seminar
Series at 204 Nutting Hall at
noon.
Joint ISE Undergraduate and
SUE Graduate Seminar
Two undergraduate and eight
graduate students present semi-
nars in the domain of geographic
information science from 1 p.m.
to 5 p.m. in Room 336,
Boardman Hall.
Saturday
Teen Leadership Conference
for Operation: Military Kids
A two-day training for teens,
focused on understanding the
stressors of being "suddenly" mil-
itary kids at 10 a.m. at Bangor Air
National Guard Base, Bangor.
Flower power
A series of 12 horticulture and
agricultural workshops will be
held; $20 donation, brunch
included, visit
www.umaine.edu/waldo/sgc for
full details and registration; for
questions, call Sonia, 800-287-
1426.
Diversity conference
A lecture about racial issues,
exceptionalities, socioeconomic
status, ethnicity, gender issues
and a discussion about language
in terms of diversity will be held
In the April 23 issue of the
Maine Campus, the article titled
"Recreation Center Nears
Completion" incorrectly stated
that students would be required
to pay a $98 fee per year. The
$98 fee will be charged per
semester, not per year.
The Maine Campus strives to
produce an accurate newspaper.
To report an error, e-mail
Matthew Conyers at
eic@mainecampus.com
from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. in Donald P.
Corbett Business building.
Sunday
Notable tree tour
A walking tour of Orono's
large, old and notable trees, led
by Kathy Carter. Participants
should meet at the public parking
lot between Mill and Pine Streets
in Orono at 1 p.m.
Monday
Watershed lecture
"Watershed Science and
Management: Understanding,
Protecting and Restoring
Watersheds" lecture will be pre-
sented by David Hart; part of the
Department of Wildlife Ecology
Seminar Series at noon in Room
204, Nutting Hall.
Submitting information
Submissions for The Maine
Campus Community Calendar
are free and can be sent on
FirstClass to Brian Sylvester or
dropped off in The Maine
Campus office located in the
basement of Memorial Union.
Please include all the important
information about your event.
Deadlines for submissions are 9
a.m. Sunday for Monday publica-
tion and 9 a.m. Wednesday for
Thursday publication.
AIR DRY YOUR CLOTt4E5
Line-dry your
Clothes in the spring
and summer instead
of using the dryer.
Save 700 lbs. of
carbon dioxide and
$75 in energy costs.
To learn more about how you can help, visit
www.stopglobalwarming.com
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US. Cellulae gets me...
and PM usually a hard person to get
Herers the plan that gets me
everything I need:
• 1000 Anytime Minutes for $49.99
• Unlimited CALL ME Minutes1
• Unlimited Night Weekend Minutes
starting at 7 pot,
• FREE Incoming Text Messages
• FREE Incoming Picture Messages
40 200 BONUS Minutes
MobPe AIM' application It separate,
scivice requeirg smatate s( -t9.
Take our be.st network challenge,
lost our products, exporynce our
customer &webs and make sure
they are right for you.
-1"‹. U.S. Cellular
We connect with you'.
Check out the
ALL NEW getusc.com
1 
-888-buy-uscc
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ROC plans for president's dinner
Event for first-year students will have carnival theme, raffle
By Brian Sylvester
Assistant News Editor
At a short meeting of Residents on Campus
Monday night, two funding allocations were made
and a resolution altering the financial policy of
ROC was passed. During the meeting, ROC presi-
dent Justin Labonte served as secretary, as newly-
hired secretary Laura Wood was in Washington
D.C. at the time of the meeting.
ROC voted by unanimous consent to fund $500
to the Senior Council and $143 to the Classics Club,
with representative Chris Harmon noting that the
latter group was doing a lot with such a small
amount of money.
"I think it's a worthwhile cause," Harmon said.
ROC heard two funding requests, from service
sorority Gamma Sigma Sigma and from Student
Government. Gamma Sigma Sigma requested
$1,000 to help cover costs of sending seven of their
members, four of whom are on-campus students, to
a national conference in Chicago. The funding
would go toward hotel fees for the four-day confer-
ence.
"We haven't been there in six years," said a rep-
resentative from the group who spoke to ROC rep-
resentatives, referring to the national convention.
A request for $1,000 from Senator Samantha
Shulman, on behalf of Student Government, was
also heard. The request, which was presented by
Labonte on behalf of Shulman, who could not
attend the meeting, would go toward purchasing
prizes for raffles to be held at next fall's president's
dinner on the mall. This yearly event, geared toward
first-year students, includes tables from various stu-
dent organizations on campus. This year, the event
will be themed after a fair, with amusement park
type games and events at each booth. There are
plans to include a dunk tank, a duck pool and even
a ferris wheel.
"It's for the freshmen," Labonte said. "It's a
good way for freshmen to all get together." Raffle
tickets would be sold at each booth, with prizes like
an iPod Shuffle, a minifridge, or gift certificates to
locations like the University Bookstore, Hannaford
and Pat's Pizza.
During the business part of the meeting, Labonte
outlined a resolution that would bring the financial
policies of ROC up to date with their current prac-
tices.
"As you all know we have this new form we're
using," Labonte explained. "Pretty much this puts
into writing what we're already doing." The resolu-
tion updates section seven of the financial policies
to state explicitly that "ROC shall not fund any pur-
chase of alcohol or alcoholic beverages, as well is
any license to serve alcohol or alcoholic beverages"
and updates the description Of the funding request
form found in Section Four, Subsection C of the
financial policies to match the forms currently in
use. The resolution was discharged and considered
without the usual one week waiting period and was
passed unanimously.
During hall reports, Oxford Hall representative
Marie Frizzell announced that more than 300 people
had attended the recent "Togapalooza" event, not-
ing that it was a great success.
Labonte echoed her sentiments, adding, "you
don't often see a Hall Governing Board event draw
over 300 people."
ROC adviser AnneMarie Reed was not in atten-
dance at the meeting and her report was delivered
by National Communications Coordinator Jordan
Schroder, who emphasized that it is necessary for
students to move out of their dorm rooms within 24
hours of their last final examination.
TAKE 514ORTER
51-40WER6
Showers account for 2/3 of
all water heating costs.
Save 350 lbs. of carbon
dioxide and $99 per year.
POLICEBEAT
By Randy Perkins
Staff Reporter
At least it wasn't on fire
At 8:20 p.m. on April 21, a
vehicle was reported to be throw-
ing bags of trash out the passen-
ger side window in the Hilltop
parking lot. One of these bags
was thrown at a passer-by and a
complaint was issued. After
inspection of the bag there were
feces and paper towels found
inside. The victim provided a
plate number which was traced
back to Nathan Herrick, 21, of
Poland. He stated that he was tak-
ing care of dogs and it was a bag
of dog feces. Herrick was not
clear in the interview whether he
or the passenger threw it out the
window. Herrick was issued a
summons for littering.
Drug abuse three-pack
At 12:40 a.m. on April 19,
police received a complaint that
the smell of marijuana was com-
ing from a second floor room in
Hart Hall. The officers had been
to the same room several times
prior for the same complaint.
During the prior complaints, the
residents were uncooperative
when under investigation. The
officers arrived at the room and
determined that the smell was
indeed coming from the room in
question. The room was secured
and a search warrant was request-
ed and granted. Both residents
were present in the room and
were identified as Sean
DeWolski, 20, and Preston
Hughes, 19. Upon searching the
room, DeWolski was found to be
in possession of an eighth of an
ounce of marijuana and Hughes
was found to be in possession of
a quarter of an ounce. Numerous
items of drug paraphernalia were
found along with 41 cans of beer.
DeWolski and Hughes were both
charged with possession of liquor
by a minor, possession of mari-
juana and possession of drug
paraphernalia.
Man clears tables, sleeps on
porch
At 10 p.m. on April 22, an
employee at the Bear's Den com-
plained of an older male annoy-
ing patrons and employees. He
was walking around the area and
clearing trash from the tables.
The officers asked him to leave
the premises, which he did.
Later, at 11:48 p.m., a com-
plaint was issued from Phi Eta
Kappa of an older male sleeping
on the porch. He was identified
as the same male who was at the
Bear's Den. He was told to leave
and given a warning not to return.
Fender bender
At 2:23 p.m. on March 26, an
accident was reported in the
Belgrade parking lot. Two vehi-
cles were involved, both endur-
ing minor damage. One operator,
Quoigai Lavala, 22, of
Providence, R.I., was determined
to be driving with a suspended
license. Lavala was charged with
operating under suspension.
WWW.MAINECAMPL15.COM
*lowest rates of the season
*zero down (all fees waived)
call today for a tour!
207.866.2200
Rocollegeparkweb.(urn
To learn more about how
you can reduce your impact
on the environment, go to
www.StopGlobalWarming.or
Do you have questions about your sexuality?
Join other Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual, Transgenderect, and
questioning 18-25 year-olds at EMAN, 370 Harlow St.
Intown Plaza in Bangor.
Social support group whose focus includes safer sexual
practices and fostering a feeling of self worth and
value
Meetings take place on the second and fourth
Thursdays of the month, from 6-8 p.m.The group is
facilitated by trained professionals, and is safe and
confidential Great food mil be provided!
For more information contact Terry at (207)990-3626
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HORSE
From Page 1
"Young race horses, many come
to a certain age and their racing
careers come to an end," said
Robert Causey, a veterinarian and
the director of the equine program.
"We get a lot of donated animals
and we re-train them."
One Vine Lady is just one of the
horses cared for at Witter Center as
part of its equestrian program, a co-
operative, student-run stable where
students can trade volunteer hours
for access to 15 donated horses and
15 boarded horses. It also provides
access to the animals for students
enrolled in the equine studies
minor.
"It helps our students develop
connections with the racing indus-
try," Causey said. "It's great expe-
rience — if you want to be a vet-
erinarian — to work with racehors-
es."
An excellent example of that
kind of experience came up recent-
ly, with the birth of two foals with
tricky deliveries.
"It was two situations that don't
happen very often," explained
Melissa Spencer, a trainer and
coach of the UMaine Drill Team.
One foal was born with the placen-
ta coming out first, an event that
caused a troubling delivery. "It was
a one-in-one-hundred birth,"
Spencer explained, adding that at
one point she had to give mouth-to-
mouth resuscitation to the foal.
Another strange event also took
place: a foal rejected by its mother
at birth. "If we had not been in the
stable, it would have been killed."
The foal was boarded with
Spencer's own 25-year-old mare,
which stays at the Witter Center.
"She hasn't had her own foal in
years, and she started milking right
away."
One Vine Lady came to the cen-
ter in 2001, after racing for two
years. She has run every year since
for 146 races in total, placing in the
top three for 81. The races have
established a relationship between
the equine studies program and
racetracks, such as the Bangor
Raceway. One Vine Lady's earn-
ings have amounted to $47,500.
"That about covers the cost of
the horse," Causey said. "She pays
her own bills."
Valerie Grondin, a UMaine
graduate, rides One Vine Lady for
these races. Called "one of the
leading trainers in Maine" by
Causey, Grondin is responsible for
the horse during the summers it
spends at the Bangor Raceway.
As a standardbred horse, One
Vine Lady is different from the
more commonly known thorough-
bred. A standardbred horse runs
with its rider in a small carriage
which trails behind it, not with a
rider on its back.
"She's a really good athlete,"
Causey says of the horse. "When
horses trot, it's important that it's
clean-legged. If you stand in front
of One Vine Lady as she is coming
towards you, her legs look like just
two legs."
This being her 10th birthday,
One Vine Lady is getting up on
years. However, her future won't
stray far from Maine.
"This may be her last year,"
Causey said, explaining that the
animal "will go into the pleasure
horse program to get a new lease
on life as a riding horse."
Fun in the Sun
CAMPUS Pi to tiY I AURA )Itt
An Earth Day celebration and warm weather draws a crowd to the mall Monday.
Gss
From Page 1
"I'm excited. I've always been
partial to vice president because it
involves parliamentary stuff ... but
I'm excited to become president,"
Pomerleau said.
The new vice president will be
responsible for holding the General
Student Senate meetings weekly on
top of other duties. "I'm looking for
someone that can nm a meeting well,
represent people, be the vice presi-
dent and the president," Pomerleau
said. "Not one or the other; it is a dual
job."
Chandrasekar is not the only
executive leaving the senate this
May. Vice President of Student
Entertainment Amanda Brown and
Vice President of Financial Affairs
Benjamin Benwell will also be leav-
ing.
"It has always been a problem,
the turnover in Student
Government," Benwell said. "I'm
not too worried about it from the
fmancial affairs point of view."
"Student Government goes
through a lot of changes like that,"
Brown said.
At Tuesday's GSS meeting, a
copy of a letter written to Pomerleau
from Tom Allen, a congressman
from the House of Representatives,
was circulated Pomerleau had vvrit-
ten a letter about the RIAA, stating
his opinion that the lawsuits being
pressed onto universities were too
harsh.
"I think that the case right now
with the music industry is exces-
sive," Pomerleau said. "I think there
should be punishments but I think
that they're just at a different level. I
Mai to address that with our con-
gressional delegation and asked them
to look into passing bills or whatnot
that could in some ways protect stu-
dents."
A set of bylaws were also passed
Tuesday night. Before Tuesday, the
GSS did not have any bylaws. This
means that the GSS both wrote and
interpreted the laws. Having these
bylaws will allow elected students to
interpret the law as it will be enforeed
in the senate.
Sisters Supporting Sisters,
Dements and LARPers Community
clubs all received final approval.
GSS allocated $1250 to the Student
Athletic Advisory Council for
refreshments at an upcoming event
which will welcome new student
athletes.
GET IT TOGETHER.
Consolidate your student loans with Nelnet.
By combining your student loans, you'll make only one monthly
payment and it could be less than you were paying before!
With over 28 years in education planning and financing, Nelnet
knows your financial situation is likely different than your
college classmates'. That's why we will help you find a
consolidation plan that works for you.
Life can be complicated—make student loan repayment
easy by calling Nelnet at 1.877.303.7442 or visiting
www.nelnet.net/consolidation.
einet
EDUCATION PLANNING
& FINANCING
College Savings Plans I College Planning & Counseling I Student/College Matchmg Scholarship Search
Tuition Payment Plans College Loans & Servicing loan Consolidation Careef Services
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WHISTLE
From Page 1
nuclear attack was anticipated ...
and if there were a series of short
blasts you were supposed to seek
shelter immediately because a
nuclear explosion was imminent,"
he said.
The surrounding area was con-
sidered a likely target for a subma-
rine-based ballistic missile attack,
Chandler said. "In those days there
was a wing of B-52 bombers at
Dow air base ... and there were two
or three nuclear weapons stored out
... at what is now the MSO storage
facility."
Submarines could have
approached the coast of Maine and
launched an attack on the air force
base with "very little warning
time," Chandler said.
He said that the tests usually
consisted of a blast of about 60 sec-
onds and served two purposes.
"Number one of course ensured
that it worked. The other one was
that people recognized it."
If the whistle works, the univer-
sity is exploring the possibility of
integrating it into a campus-wide
network of communications sys-
tems designed for emergency
alerts.
"It could be part of a notifica-
tion system for any emergency ...
of concern to people in our com-
munity," Can said. "This would be
an ideal outcome because the sys-
tem is already in place."
"Alternatively, the university
would have to buy some sort of
new system."
Officials won't know how the
whistle could be used or what sort
of emergency alerts it would be
used for until after Saturday's test.
MAHON
From Page 1
process, after which the
university will begin searching
for a full-time dean.
Mahon will be replacing
Daniel Innis, the current dean.
Innis is leaving after this semes-
ter to take a position as dean of
the Whittemore School of
Business and Economics at the
University of New Hampshire.
Dean Robert Cobb of
UMaine's College of Education
and Human Development has
worked with Mahon, notably on
the committee that selected Innis
as dean of the business college.
"I don't know of anybody who
has more enthusiasm for his
work," Cobb said. "When he
tackles a project or a task, it is
with vision and intensity and
with a desire to see it through."
While President Robert
Kennedy and Provost Edna
Szymanski appointed Mahon to
the post, the Board of Trustees
for the UMaine System must rat-
ify the decision at its meeting
next month.
Grads. Celebrate with a Mac.
Save today.
If you're graduating, now is your last chance to use
your student discount and save on a Mac. Stop by
your Apple Authorized Campus Store today or visit
www.apple.com/education/grads to learn more.
Computer Connection
University of Maine
Memorial Union
Orono, ME
207-581-2580
Store Hours:
Monday-Friday: 8:30 am-4:30 pm
umaine.edukomputerconnection
111 Authorized Campus Store
Fair Trade Organic Coffee
s .t• 1{, 11,rid
ft:
Fair 1,
Education Tax Credit
Fair 11
CAMPUS PHOTO BY JENNA LAVALLEE
Progressive student ally
A day in the life of Opportunity Maine activist Gabi Berube
By Micheal Dabrieo
Staff Reporter
T
he driver's side wiper comes unhinged from
the green 1994 Dodge Spirit with a dull
clunk. "We're going to have to pull over,"
  says the driver, junior anthropology major
Gabi Berube, as she flicks on the blinker and looks
over her right shoulder for traffic. Drivers behind her
can see her bumper stickers with messages boasting,
"Be a Badass, Vote Democrat" and "If war is hell,
why do we send so many people there?"
"Beauregard is trusty, but he's old," she says, pat-
ting the dashboard lovingly.
Berube is driving to a press conference being held
by Opportunity Maine (OM) in Augusta. She has
been traveling throughout the state in Beauregard for
months collecting signatures and holding conversa-
tions about Maine education for the student-led initia-
tive.
The initiative calls for a program in which resi-
dents who graduate from Maine colleges or universi-
ties and stay to work and live in the state afterward
will be eligible for a tax credit to help repay student
loans.
Initiative organizers will announce at the press
conference whether OM collected enough signatures
to go to the State Legislature and, if passed, on to ref-
erendum in November. In order to be submitted to
the legislature, the initiative must have collected
55,000 signatures.
"It's been a long campaign season," says Berube,
climbing back into Beauregard after snapping her
windshield wiper into place. She slams her foot on
the gas and the car slowly accelerates. "Not just for
me, but for Beauregard too."
Berube was the University of Maine campus
organizer for the initiative, juggling school, her mem-
bership in the General Student Senate, the
Progressive Student Alliance and a laundry list of
other organizations to accommodate for the time-con-
suming position.
"I'm starting to get used to it," she says, tapping
her Jesus bobble-head doll as she heads south on
Interstate 95.
In her three years at UMaine, she has had her
hand in several campaigns, from presidential cam-
paigns to state issues. She promoted John Kerry in
the '04 election, campaigned with 'No on One!' sup-
porters against discrimination toward homosexuals in
the workplace and has routinely been involved in get-
ting more students to vote.
"I got involved with OM because I thought it was
a pretty solid plan; one that could work if it passes,"
she said. "I already know we got enough signatures;
this is just the public announcement of it. I want to
be there, though."
Berube's activism could only be overshadowed by
her enthusiasm toward it Emily Cain, D-Orono, has
worked with her on several occasions.
"She has this incredible can-do attitude," Cain
said. "Her enthusiasm knows no boundaries, and best
of all, it is contagious."
Cain recalled a time when she was just getting to
know Berube during UMaine's initiative to get more
students to vote: UMaine UVote.
"She got a bunch of her friends to come and help
out with getting people registered to vote. She made
them all chili. She had to boffow one of my crock-
pots so she would have enough," Cain said. "Her
answer is always: I can do that, whatever the job."
Berube is also a solid student, according to Cain,
who works part-time at the Honors College, of which
Berube is a member.
"I don't know how she gets it all done. A big part
of it is I don't think that there is anything that bores
Gabi," Cain said. "She recognizes the importance of
the little things that make a big difference."
Berube's dedication is natural for her.
"I am interested in people," she said. "And these
are issues that affect people, and ones we can't
ignore. The work never really stops; you always
wonder, 'If I had knocked on one more door or
talked to one more person' and that feeling doesn't
really go away until you find out you've succeeded."
She told tales of her long campaign for OM, the
cold nights standing outside of the food commons on
campus asking the same questions to different peo-
ple, the discouraging days when she could only man-
age a few signatures. But through this, she remains
optimistic.
"There wasn't really any low point of the cam-
paign, just an undertone of dread," she said, smiling,
"because 55,000 signatures is a big number."
It was her sense of humor that kept others on the
campaign sane.
"She has lots of energy and is very, very funny,"
said Diane Russell, student committee member for
OM, who worked closely with Berube throughout the
campaign. 'That girl has no shame."
According to Russell, Berube's humor and charis-
ma helped to carry OM to success.
'Without Gabi Berube and her crew of volunteers,
OM in Orono would not have happened," said
Russell. "She got the troops rallied. There are certain
people you can't say no to, and Gabi is one of those
people. She was critical, not valuable. Critical."
Berube parks the car at the State House in
Augusta, hastily climbing out of the car and gather-
ing her cell phone and pocket book at the same time.
"I think we might be a little late, but that is okay,"
she says, pulling her hair back off her shoulders as
she walks towards the State House. "They always tell
us to be here early."
The announcement comes a half hour later, amid
applause and camera flashes: Opportunity Maine was
successful and in fact had 8,000 signatures more than
the required number. Berube's confidence held true.
"Maine has always led the nation in social
reform," she said. "Hopefully this becomes a national
trend. We want education to be affordable for all
Americans, not just Mainers."
Back outside the State House, Berube climbs back
into her car and starts it. She was in Augusta for a lit-
tle more than an hour. She wasn't quoted in the
papers or crowded around after the press conference
by reporters. She wasn't mentioned in any speeches
or thanked personally by any of the keynote speakers.
"Gabi does all of the thankless jobs," concluded
Cain about her favorite college activist. "But she
does them with a smile. She just gets it. She knows
that young people have to care about taxes, have to
care about education."
Whether or not she gets it, Gabi doesn't know.
"I think I'm just an activist for students," she says
as Beauregard hums down the highway. "I'm a stu-
dent in the school of life."
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Earth Day?
CAMPUS PHOTO BY OLENA TRYMAYLO
WHAT A MESS — Students left litter scattered across the Stewart Quad on Monday while
UMaine celebrated Earth Day.
GREENTIPS
By Nicole Mercier
Please use both sides of any paper
before you recycle it!
It doubles the lifespan of the piece
of paper, which is more efficient than
using only one side. A ton of paper
made from recycled fibers conserves
7,000 gallons of water or 17 to 31
trees or 60 pounds of air pollutants.
Making paper from recycled materi-
al reduces air pollution from the
papermaking process by 95 percent.
Each Sunday 500,000 trees are
made into newspapers that are never
read. Those trees would be better
homes, chairs, boats or trees than
unread newspapers. So try to use
your paper efficiently and be sure to
recycle it.
Thanks from your Maine Green Bud;
look for Green Tips next semester!
UMaine grad warns of
drunk driving's costs
By Courtney Small
For The Maine Campus
Three men currently in prison
for drinking and driving accidents,
one of whom is a University of
Maine graduate, shared their per-
sonal stories last night in hopes of
generating awareness of a real-life
experience.
The speakers were apart of the
Choices program, which sends
inmates to talk about their stories at
schools across Maine. This is the
first time that the program has come
to a university.
"They know that someone in this
mom needs their infonnation," said
David Boynton, case manager of
the Choices program. "For this proj-
ect I am not giving them any special
privilege," he said. "They are com-
ing here out of their own hearts."
The first speaker was 28-year-
old UMaine graduate Scan George.
He is currently sentenced to 11
years in prison.
'What I thought that I was doing
was socially acceptable, and that
every other person in America was
doing it," George said. "But when
you go out, you start making a habit.
I started turning it into a game."
When George was drunk driving
with a friend, he crossed into anoth-
er lane and hit an oncoming car.
Later when he talked to the sher-
rif, he was told that the little girl in
the other car was dead and that his
friend was in the hospital. "I will
never forget that man's eyes. I start-
ed thinking about those drinking
and driving commercials and how
much of a dumbass I was." George
waited a year before he was sen-
tenced. "The weight of this experi-
ence will crush your mind."
George was accompanied by
two other men, Mike Carney and
Adam Weymouth. Both were
involved in fatal drunk driving col-
lisions as well.
Carney, 43, has been in prison
for 11 years serving a 15-year sen-
tence. He is a nine-time GUI
offender.
Weymouth, who is serving an 11-
year sentence, also had a dnmk driv-
ing incident. lie played God Bless
the Broken Road, a song by Rascal
Flatts, on piano. "I wake up with that
image of my friend everyday,"
Weymouth said. "I can't tell you
how much guilt I carry around."
Jon Bowen, a friend of George,
came up with the idea for the
Choices visit. "I think this will be a
good opportimity for students to be
aware of the situations that can and
have gone on here," Bowen said. "It
hits people close to home when a
person tells them their real stories."
Residence Life, the Alcohol and
Drug Education Programs, the
Counseling Center and Peer
Educators hosted the event.
wil Attend Summer LiniversitT
LIMAINE
2007 SUMMER UNIVERSITY
The University of Maine's Summer University offers more than
600 courses throughout the summer designed to meet the
diverse needs of lifelong learners offered on-campus and at
selected off-campus sites, including The University of Maine's
Hutchinson Center. Over 100 courses are offered online
worldwide and through interactive televised technologies.
• Graduate Early
• Lighten Your Semester Course Load
• Take Advantage of Lower Tuition $ Before Fall Increases
• Enjoy Smaller Class Sizes
• Be Inside During Black Fly Season
• Earn Three Credits in Three Weeks!
• Choose from 19 Flexible Calendars
• Select From Over 600 Courses
• Further Your Career With Professional Development
Courses
• Take An Online Course at Home While on Summer
Break
• Travel and Study in China, Europe or Quebec
• Take a Course Outside Your Major
• Find Plentiful Parking!!
• Enjoy a UMAINE Summer
Register Early - Classes Fill Quickly
Registration Begins February 28
Summer Schedules: May 14 - August 24
Schedule of Courses and Registration Information
dll.umaine.edu/summer or call at 581- 3143
THE UNIViliSITY OP
MANE
A Member 0 the Universe?), 4 Maine System
Give new
rec center
a chance
The new recreation center,
despite a mandatory $98 cost
per semester, isn't just a gym-
nasium. The $25 million build-
ing will feature wireless
Internet, a cafe, three multi-
purpose rooms and a leisure
pool alongside the usual bas-
ketball, volleyball and racquet
ball courts, locker rooms and
exercise areas.
Students might chafe at the
new fee, but they're getting a
lot of bang for their buck. The
new facility will be a meeting
center for students as well as a
haven for the health-minded.
This is the largest project the
University of Maine has ever
undertaken and the results will
be impressive.
The building, with its large
costs, has to have students pay-
ing a mandatory fee. Instead of
complaining about it, students
should try to make the best of
the situation.
ResLife
rushes students
out of dorms
With the end of the school
year quickly approaching, stu-
dents living in the residence
halls have to start planning for
summer housing. But
Residence Life seems to be
going a little too far when it
comes to procedures for mov-
ing out.
It was recently announced
that any resident — excluding
graduating seniors — who fails
to vacate the residence halls 24
hours after their last final exam
will be escorted from the prem-
ises. This is both inconvenient
and difficult for residents who
are far from home or simply
have loose ends to tie up
before they leave school. Not
only is this unnecessary, but it
goes against the sense of com-
munity that Residence Life is
supposed to create at the
University of Maine.
Students have enough stress
to deal with at the end of the
year. As an organization that
is designed to serve their
needs, Residence Life should
be doing everything in its
power to ease the transition
out of on-campus housing
instead of addressing students
as if they were trespassing
criminals.
SOAP B
Journalistic malpractice
Rampant plagiarism is plaguing profession
Is journalism — newspaper writ-
ing in particular — going to the dogs,
or what?
Never mind dwindling circula-
tion leading to an even smaller job
market and forget about the advent of
the inter-Web keeping those darned
kids from buying the newspaper. The
recent rash of blatant plagiarism is of
infinitely more concern than any
economic issue.
Last week, the issue hit home in
the University of Maine area as an
18-year Bangor Daily News vet,
Sharon Mack, was hit with a five-
day suspension for what the paper
called, among other things, an
"apparent case of plagiarism."
SPORTS EDITOR
Then there was Ron Borges, the
surly and reviled Boston Globe foot-
ball scribe who cut-and-pasted a sec-
tion of his notes column from a
national writers' datafrice without
attribution.
I fear there are other such cases
around the country, but those are the
two that stand out most recently.
How ironic is it that Stephen Glass —
the hotshot reporter who completely
fabricated dozens of stories at The
New Republic — is used as an
example for not pushing young writ-
ers too quickly, while the most egre-
gious plagiarizers have decades of
experience under their belts?
This isn't an indictment of Mack
or Borges as much as it is a wake-up
call for every aspiring reporter on this
campus. Neither scribe plagiarized
with malice, but they still did it and
paid a dear price in their reputations.
Last week's BDN story on Mack left
me with the impression that she'd
mistakenly left notes from the
See PLAGUING on Page 9
Letters to the Editor
The End of an era
In May when the class of 2007
graduates each of us will be moving
on to the next stage in our lives.
Whether it is graduate school, work,
or a long needed vacation we will
each be moving on. The end of this
semester will also mark the culmina-
tion of a very successful career for
Dr. Donald Grant. As a student, pro-
fessor, mentor, and leader, Dr. Grant
has dedicated more than a half-cen-
tury to the University of Maine's
Mechanical Engineering
Department and its students.
When I decided to write a tribute
to Dr. Grant and his service to the
University of Maine, I figured I
would conduct a couple of inter-
views, get some information from
the faculty, and put something
together. Upon further investigation
I found that it was not going to be
that easy — I found that I was very
quickly collecting enough infama_
lion to write a book. Dr. Grant has
See LETTERS on Page 9
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Short end
of the stick
Picked-on
groups should
toughen up
DAVID
BARIL
FOR THE MAINE CAMPUS
I grew up with a fairly rough
older brother; that is a pleasant
euphemism for saying he was a
slightly abusive person in our
younger years, both verbally and
physically, but I don't begrudge him
anything. All those Indian sunburns
eventually gave way to calluses that
still linger today and I am a stronger
person for it And I would need
tough skin to make it in the real
world.
I am not what many would con-
sider a tall man. In fact, many might
call me short. And they do, unre-
markably pointing out the obvious.
It gets old pretty fast The comments
that aren't downright tiresome can
sometinies even be hurtful, like say-
ing that women don't like short guys.
Of course, that hurts because it's
true.
But I persevere because I know
somewhere out there, there is a
woman for me who will love me
because she has a short fetish. This
article is not about that, unfortunate-
ly.
No. this article is about how sen-
sitive we have bee ime as a culture to
any comment that any particular
group finds offensive.
I don't even know how long ago
it was when radio show host Don
Imus made some racist sexist com-
ments about the Rutgers and
Tennesee Basketball teams on his
radio show. He called them "nappy-
headed hos." Now no one in the
media can shut up about it Al
Sharpton came out on his high horse
and blasted Innis, saying he should
be taken off the airwaves. Whether
his crusade had anything to do with
it, Imus is off the radio. I say bravo,
but only because Imus was guilty of
a far more grievous sin: that of suck-
ing.
The power of Imus's comments
and their ability to hurt was the
equivalent of a paper cut The real
guilty party was those who created
such a stink. Their inability to let the
story go just kept what was said in
See STICK on Page 9
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PLAGUING
From Page 8
Christian Science Monitor in the
midst of her story; it sounds like an
honest mistake. Borges thought he
was just taking material from a wire
and got lazy when he didn't rewrite
it. How many reporters and editors
have done that with the AP wire
without detection? While Borges'
notes subscription isn't on the level
of the AP wire, the question merits
some thought.
In both cases — and in Glass'
case as well — the offenses were
noticed by a surfer on that pesky
inter-Web. Such is life in the infor-
mation age: People from all over
America can read anything with the
click of a mouse and if they happen
to have read something that looks
awfully familiar days earlier, look
out. It's a wonderful thing to have
such a wide audience, but it carries a
greater responsibility as well. It real-
ly is a privilege to write in these
pages — treat it as such.
It'd be easy to hop on a high horse
and whine about truth, justice and
fair and balanced reporting. As a stu-
dent, I know that plagiarism in an
academic setting results in an auto-
matic referral to Judicial Affairs. I
often wonder why the penalties in
the professional setting are slaps on
the wrist Borges has a job and Don
Imus doesn't — at least Imus' smut
comments weren't stolen.
The message to young journalists
is clear You can't do this stuff.
Stealing someone else's work is the
Cardinal Sin in this business as Ism.
it, a direct slap in the face to both the
audience and the writers you've
ripped off. To my peers joining me at
graduation in two weeks, I say "Be
careful, because you don't have rep-
utations to stand on." For veterans
like Mack and Borges, it's three
strikes and you're out, but I have a
sinking feeling that, for cubs like us,
it would be one and done. It isn't fair,
but that's the reality of the business
as it stands.
In the midst of a job hunt that has
yielded little hope in the face of May
12, I can't help but laugh at another
irony. I might well be selling vacuum
cleaners in four weeks as bills over-
come the need to sleep late and bom-
bard papers with resumes all after-
noon. That's the same fate I'd be
doomed to if I'd lifted this entire col-
umn from The Heights. At least, I
suppose, I'll have my integrity.
Matt Wiliam wants to be clear
that the inter-Web cracks are attrib-
uted to Dr. Gregory House. Just in
case.
STICK
From Page 8
the public's mind — how distasteful
it was, how hurtful it was to the team
players. It was like tearing the wound
anew every day and pouring salt into
it.
In no way am I defending Imus,
yet, however moronic and unfunny
his remarks were, he had a right to
say them. First Amendment. The
proper avenue for people disagreeing
with his remarks is to stop listening
to his show. Low ratings would have
ended his career. Low ratings didn't
get his show canceled — a small seg-
ment of public outcry and a few spot-
lighted civil leaders did.
Hooray! Racism is ended and
we'll never hear of it again.
Not really. Hate. Prejudice.
Bigotry. Height supremacy. They
will always be alive in some part of
the public psyche. It's wrong, but it
will never go away. People need to
start developing thicker skin and
moving on with their lives instead
of putting them on hold to address
why name-calling is wrong. It
won't change a bigot's mind. And
by addressing it so tirelessly, we
gave it power like it never had
upon its first utterance. Dave
Chappelle did it right when he took
hateful slurs and robbed them of
their power by making us laugh at
them.
The power to break one's spirit is
a power that we can give or not give
to others. Haugh at myself. I have a
thick skin and no one outside of
myself can hurt me. I can tell you
from experience that those bullies
out there can derive very little enjoy-
ment from a man laughing harder
than they are. Then they break out
the sticks and stones...
David Baril is a fourth-year busi-
ness administration major.
LETTERS
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touched and influenced many lives
and careers in his tenure here at the
University of Maine.
In the fall of 1952, Dr. Grant
embarked on what would become a
life-long dedication to educational
excellence when he began the pursuit
of his undergraduate degree in
mechanical engineering. In the
spring of 1956. Dr. Grant received
his B.S. and that fall, he began teach-
ing courses in Statics, Mechanics of
Materials and Dynamics. While
working as a full-time professor, Dr.
Grant decided to pursue his master's
degree by taking one graduate course
each semester until he earned his
M.S. in 1963.
In 1967, he decided to continue
his education further and pursue his
PhD at the University of Rhode
Island. Upon completion of his doc-
torate, he returned to the University
of Maine. In 1979, Dr. Grant was the
recipient of the Distinguished Maine
Professor Award.
Following the retirement of the
legendary Dr. Richard C. Hill in
1989, Dr. Grant was named
Chairman of the Department of
Mechanical Engineering. In 1989,
he also received the Ashley S.
Campbell Award and in 1990 he was
given the honorary title of Dr.
Richard C. Hill Professor.
In addition to his commitment to
the Mechanical Engineering
Department and the University of
Maine, Dr. Grant also serves an the
Board of Licensure for Professional
Engineers to which Governor
Baldacci appointed him in 2005.
Under Dr. Grant's leadership, the
Mechanical Engineering
Department has prospered. The
department conducts invaluable
research for NASA, the Department
of Naval Research, Bath Iron Works
and many other corporations
throughout the state and country.
I can say on behalf of the
Mechanical Engineering students
who will be graduating as he retires
that it has been an honor and privi-
lege to have him as an instructor, a
leader and a mentor for the past four
years.
We wish you the best in your
retirement Dr. Grant; thank you for
your time and dedication to academ-
ic excellence and our education.
John Blanco
Student
People skills before politics
Students should learn to put aside differences
Hi there. My name's Derek.
I'm from Massachusetts and I'm a
third-year political science major
with a legal studies concentration.
I love music — my favorite bands
are Death Cab for Cutie and the
Beatles [yeah, I know, cliche, but
it's true]. I play guitar, bass, a lit-
tle bit of piano and sing. I also
enjoy journalism, which you
might have known if you've ever
noticed the articles I've penned
for this publication.
I just wanted to introduce
myself to all of you out there who
don't know me, or only know me
from these here opinion pages.
Chances are, if you belong to the
latter, you know me solely as a
leftist with a one-track mind who
writes pieces about politics that
are really opinionated, perhaps to
the point that they may be consid-
ered "rants."
What prompted me to let you
all know a little more about
myself was a little event last week
that made me think about my
habit of running my mouth so
often.
The short of it is, I met some-
one in person who I'd previously
only known online, with whom
I'd previously had several heated
exchanges, some of which were
not particularly respectful on
either end. At first, I didn't realize
who this individual was. I got
along with him perfectly fine and
we were having what appeared to
be a friendly conversation.
However, it then dawned on
me who this person was from the
limited information I had gleaned
from our exchanges online. I
asked if he was who I thought he
was and he said, "yes." I then
informed him who I was and he
promptly got quiet and things
were quite awkward from there on
out, in spite of my futile attempts
to continue making conversation.
DEREK
DOBACHESKY
COPY EDITOR
Despite the fact that I certainly
knew we had our differences, I
was perfectly ready to put them
behind me and get to know this
person beyond his political views.
Or at least I think I was. I realize
that on the medium of the
Internet, it is extremely easy to get
carried away in interactions with
other people and all sense of deco-
rum that's present in our every-
day, real-life interactions with
people can easily be lost.
But the event has since nagged
at me, making me question just
how much of a role I had in what
transpired. Maybe I'd just com-
pletely crossed the line for that
person, to the point that civil
interaction was no longer possible
or desirable. I hope not, but I sup-
pose it's possible. It bothers me
that, especially since graduating
from high school, so many people
seem to become so completely
stuck in their ways and self-right-
eous about their own views that
these often artificially inflated and
seemingly irreconcilable differ-
ences stand in the way of looking
toward the things we share in
common as human beings and as
individuals.
When I think back to high
school, middle school — any time
before college, really — the indi-
viduals I was friends with back
then were probably different from
those I've made since. Perhaps it
was naivete, but back then, it
seemed so much easier to put
political, religious [and lack there-
of, for myself] and all sorts of
other views aside and just enjoy
the company of people based on
shared interests — music, video
games, playing a game of Frisbee
or wiffleball — rather than keep-
ing them at arm's length based on
however many miniscule differ-
ences I could possibly come up
with.
It might simply be a bigger
problem with me because I con-
sider politics incredibly important
to me—it is my major, after all—
and I'm generally an opinionated
person. But I'm guessing at least
some people out there have felt
similar to myself. Given some of
the incredibly confrontational
groups on Facebook so many of
my friends are in, I can't help but
think this is true.
If I can try to convince you of
anything with this piece, it would
be that you might want to consid-
er looking back to when you were
younger and the ways that you
evaluated your peers and made
friends back then. It's so easy to
amplify all of the differences we
have now that we're more educat-
ed and fully formed as individu-
als. Don't abandon these stances
and differences, because they're
what make you unique. However,
I'd simply suggest to try to look
past what you may consider the
faults of other individuals toward
their strengths and perhaps even
try to examine and learn from the
areas of disagreement you have
with others, no matter how seem-
ingly irreconcilable they may be.
Try to extend a show of goodwill
and hopefully others will be able
to do the same.
And on a final note, I'd like to
leave you with the simple advice
my high school principal gave my
school at the end of every day: Be
good to one another.
Derek Dobachesky is a third-
year political science major.
Find your voice in Student Government
Joining senate is a good way to effect change
Student leaders fall under
many stereotypes — and rightly
so. One of the most prevalent of
those falls into the power syn-
drome. A leader who, by con-
sumption of power, allows that
power to inflate his or her ego and
take risky actions.
Student Government, Inc. has
fallen into that pit before. Granted,
we are never without a few people
like that. Student Government,
however, is not a hierarchy, nor is
it an aristocracy. I claim no privi-
lege over others. Most people who
enter SG through the senate are
average, everyday University of
Maine students. They go to class
during the week and try to enjoy
their weekends. Senate has yet to
become a fully representative
body insomuch as there are not 35
senators — the maximum number
of senators allowed.
In the past, there have been
claims of cronyism in SG. That
allegation can easily be negated by
students joining the senate to put in
their views. A more diverse body,
representative of all undergradu-
ates, is the express mute to ensur-
FOR THE MAINE CAMPUS
Full representation
in the senate is one
of my largest goals
until I leave' the
organization.
ing that senate doesn't become an
aristocracy. It also helps to defuse
those leaders who consume power
and influence in an attempt to dom-
inate a body.
I would like to see a full
General Student Senate before my
time is up at this university. I've yet
to see it in the last two years. It's
not a way for me to better myself in
any way. I answer to the senate. I
want to see — and have wanted to
see — full representation of our
students. We're seven senators less
than a full body at the moment and
these are seven less people offeri-
ing input into important campus
decisions. People do listen; admin-
istrators listen. It is all dependant
upon a mutual, respectful and col-
laborative relationship. That is how
we affect policy and events. It's not
by having a fiery tongue or using
misguided attempts to make a
political statement and "stick it to
the man."
Problems addressed calmly and
professionally will be answered
calmly and professionally. And
through that process, important
tasks are accomplished. If you
have a conscious mind or are con-
cerned about the state of affairs on
campus, shoot me an e-mail on
FirstClass. I'll see to it that you get
the paperwork. Full representation
in the senate is one of my largest
goals until I leave the organization.
William Pomerleau is Vice
President of Student Government.
go.
MUSIC
Man of La Mancha
Broadway National Tour
7 p.m.
Thursday, April 26
MCA
'80s Rock: Music in the Video
Age
8 p.m.
Thursday, April 26
North Pod
Memorial Union
Jazz Ensemble Concert
7:30 p.m.
Thursday, April 26
Minsky Recital Hall
Orchestra Concert
7:30 p.m.
Saturday, April 28
Minsky Recital Hall
Guitar Ensemble
7:30 p.m.
Sunday, April 29
Minsky Recital Hall
Music of losif Andriasov
Anatole Wieck, Victor
Romansevich and Arshak
Andriasov
7:30 p.m.
Monday, April 30
Minsky Recital Hall
Broadway Nights
7:30 p.m.
Wednesday, May 2
Minsky Recital Hall
EVENTS
Barry Drake
Rock'n'Roll Lecture
8 p.m.
Thursday, April 26
Memorial Union
Late Night at the Fieldhouse
8 p.m. to midnight
Friday, April 27
Memorial Union
MAINE DAY
Maine Day
8 a.m.
Wednesday, May 2
Maine Day Picnic
11:30 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Wednesday, May 2
Steam Plant Lot
Maine Day Paintball
Tournament
12 p.m. to 5 p.m.
Wednesday, May 2
University Dock and Picnic
Area
POETRY
New Writing Series
Allison Cobb and Brenda
Coultas
4:30 p.m.
Thursday, April 26
Soderberg Auditorium
ART
Juried Student Art Exhibition
Exhibition opens 8 a.m.
weekdays
Lord Hall
"The Innocent"
Photographer Rebecca McCall
8 a.m.
Through May 28
Hudson Museum
"Borrowed Art"
Ongoing Exhibition
Colvin Hall
If you would like your event
posted in The Maine Campus
Style calendar, send time, day,
date, place and fee information to
Eryk Salvaggio on FirstClass.
Inside
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R
AMEN NOODLES: 10 CENTS. A CAN OF NA1TY
Light: 50 cents. Going to this spring's 19th
annual Upperdog Showcase: Free. Even bet-
ter than its free admission, the Upperdog
Showcase promises to provide five priceless, one-act
theatrical performances directed by students, opening
on Friday, April 27 at 6 p.m. and closing with an
encore showing on Saturday, April 28 at 9 p.m. in the
Pavilion Theatre.
The short performances include a variety of signifi-
cant themes. The first play, "Oedi," originally written
by Rich Orloff and directed by undergraduate Charlie
Buteau, presents a deconstruction of Sophocles' origi-
nal Greek tragedy "Oedipus Rex." As Tim
Mikotowicz, the theater professor overseeing the
upcoming performances, summarized it, "Oedi," star-
ring Nathan Rumney,
Allison Rusk, John
Shannon, Cristopher
Filteau and Patrick
Gleason, "lampoons all
of the ideas and plot situ-
ations of the original plot
and characters."
The second short play,
"The Frog Prince,".
directed by undergrad
Emily Duncan, cunningly
recreates the original
children's play by David
Mamet. Unlike typical
children's plays, however, according to Mikotowicz,
"The Frog Prince," using a simplistic format to depict
complex themes, actually appeals more to adults.
Staring actors Joshua Davis, Justin Amoroso and Sarah
Farnham, it "captures the fabric of life," commented
Mikotowicz, adding that "things happen that you can't
possibly predict."
"Krapp's Last Tape," the third play, composed by
20th century Irish dramatist Samuel Beckett, examines
the absurdity of existence through the perspective of an
old man recounting the events of his life. Directed by
undergraduate Tom Sagona, the Beckett play features
Alan Adams as Krapp himself, the man perusing his old
tape recordings in a fruitless attempt to make some
sense of his life. Finally, Krapp fails to find purpose
and all the zealous energy of his youth ultimately crum-
bles under an encompassing sense of futility.
Following, in a unique adaptation of Jonathon
Swift's short story, "A Modest Proposal," undergraduate
Joe Mitchell took a complete narrative and creatively
adopted it into a theatrical performance, which,
Mikotowicz said, "puts movement and situations appro-
priate to that text." Starring Jared Nickerson, Raechel
Biron and Sarah Murrell, "A Modest Proposal," more
lengthily and ridiculously called, "A
Modest Proposal: For Preventing the
Children of Poor People in Ireland
from Being a Burden to Their
Parents or Country, and for
Making Them
eneficial to the
blick," continues to
be known as one of the
epitomes of modern satire. In
it, Swift proposes that Irish
families should sell their
babies to be eaten, thereby
earning an income for the
family. In doing so, Swift
scathingly attacks the indiffer-
Spotlight on single-act
theater performances
by alaine students
and a free night out
A new 'Year'
for Trent
Page 12
By Thomas St. Pierre
Staff Reporter
ence of landlords to their tenants.
Mitchell's distinct reworking stays true to the origi-
nal text. Yet, by using LCD imaging, Mitchell "illumi-
nates the text with an image," as Mikotowicz described
it. Essentially, Mitchell lifts the narrative text and liter-
ally brings it to life.
The final performance, "The Hawk's Well," directed
by graduate student Angela Ithorll, takes an new
approach to William Butler Yeats' 1916 play "At the
Hawk's Well." Traditionally set by a dried up well on a
bleak mountainside, IChorll's interpretation presents
Yeats' classic play in a contemporary piano-bar-casino-
lounge in an arbitrary United States setting. It features
the original six characters, played by Colin Graebert,
Lisa McKnight, Courtney Knight, Sarah Murrell,
Joshua Davis and Scott Raudenhauser, who strictly
follow the original text
of the play, deviating
from the original only
through Khorll's mod-
em, theatrical interpre-
tation.
"They've been
working for months,"
said Mikotowicz. He
teaches THE 466 and
660, two upper-level
theater classes that
have prepared the
student directors to
adapt various
plays for the
Upperdog Showcase.
Casting for the performances began in
February, and since then, the actors, includ-
ing students from a variety of academic dis-
ciplines, and the directors have been work-
ing diligently to recreate these various
plays. The directors have been responsi-
ble for the large task of managing lights,
sound, the minimal costumes, setting and
acting, bringing the plays, as
Mikotowicz used an old cliche, "from
the page to the stage."
"A lot of people have messages they
want to send," Mikotowicz said. This
year, all of the students' chosen plays
deal with a number of significant themes,
from the elements of chance and opportunity in
Yeats to the fatalistic stance of "Oedi" to the harsh reali-
ty of life "Krapp's Last Tape."
But remember, Mikotowicz stressed, the Upperdog
Showcase is merely one component in an active theater
program that, apart from their main performances in
Hauck Auditorium, features state production tours and a
Readers' Theater Series, as well as trips to the American
College Theater Festival and the New England Theater
Conference. In particular, every fall, in affiliation with
the Upperdog Showcase, the theater department pres-
ents an Underdog Showcase, featuring approximately
15 10-minute plays directed by theater students taking
THE 116.
Anyone interested in more information about the
Upperdog Showcase can contact Tim Mikotowicz on
FirstClass. Any questions regarding involvement in the
theater program in general may be directed towards
Karen Cole, the performing arts faculty business man-
ager.
So don't forget — the Upperdog Showcase takes
place this Friday at 6 p.m. and Saturday at 9 p.m. in the
Pavilion Theatre. The seats fill fast, so get there early.
And, oh yeah, it's free.
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AND THE WINNER IS —The Project winner, Jonathan
Bailey, plays Tuesday's Java Jive.
Wrapping up The Project with
a winning brew of Java Jive
Project finalists compete on the acoustic contest's crowning night
By Jennifer Bashford
Copy Editor
Memorial I Jnion witnessed a tense night of music on
Tuesday for the final round of The Project, the University of
Maine's acoustic equivalent of American Idol. The final four
had 20 minutes each and talent was overflowing, but there
could only be one winner — and for 2007 it was Jon Bailey.
Opening with a '60s-flavored section
of 'These Days" by Nico, melting into
"Angeles" by Elliot Smith, Jon Bailey
launched his captivating set full of striking
vocals and intricate guitar. He played the
acoustic theme from cult ITMaine student-
created series "Dragonshirts," which
ended in a triumphant fist-led salute from
members of the audience. His original
"Red-Blooded American Boys" followed.
Bailey was then joined by friends Sam
Richardson and Jocelyn Emery for a beau-
tifully harmonized cover of '1 Will Follow
You Into the Dark," by Death Cab for
Curie. Chattering between songs and radi-
win just as much as I want me to win."
He aurently has no plans for his hefty $500 gift certifi-
cate to Mart's Music. "I tried not to think about spending it
because I didn't want to count my chicks before they were
hatched," he said. "I really have no idea what I'm gonna do
with it, but I'll find some smart investment for it."
He was thoroughly pleased with his success. "It's a really
good feeling," Bailey explained. "It's a mixture of me being
excited for myself and proud because of
"I feel guilty, because
I want them to win
just as much as
I want me to win."
Jon Bailey
The Project Winner
ating effortless presence onstage, he finished with another
original, "Some Day, Some Boy," and received a strong
response from the crowd.
"I just wasn't ready for it," said Bailey about winning.
"It's such a strange thing, because I like all the other acts and
really I feel like we're just catering to the judges' personal
taste, which is odd — I feel guilty, because I want them to
working haul luid preparing for it, but it's
also a mixture of just being glad I got a
chance to perform with these other fantas-
tic musicians."
Second place went to The Choice
Professionals. The duo played a fully orig-
inal set of their self-styled edgy trumpet-
rock, juxtaposing aggressive and subtle
vocals and lyrics. They included the MI-
popular "Just Like Anybody" and 'The
Lindsey Lohan Song" and were clearly
enjoying themselves onstage.
"We feel awesome, it's great," said gui-
tarist and vocalist Nicholas Mathes about
placing second. "We did what we do and we didn't wally
expect to win," he added, but the guys hadn't realised they
had also won a numer-up $200 gift certificate for Mark's
Music. To put it simply, they were thrilled.
"Oh, awesome, yeah! We didn't know we had money',"
they exclaimed when they found out. "It will definitely go
See JIVE on Page 13
'Roots' of a new tradition planted at Concert Cafe
Rusted Root, Strangefolk headliners were only part
of Student Entertainment's new "Concert Day Cafe"
By Zach Dionne
Copy Editor
Bumstock-who? Ill feelings about the loss
of the perennial University of Maine spring
festival melted away with the snow on
Monday. Festival dreams came true for jam
band enthusiasts and a marvelous day ensued
for all fans of music and good times. Live per-
formances from four bands spread outdoors
and in, afternoon and evening, with Rusted
Root as the undisputed stars.
The Concert Day Cafe began just before
noon. The event was planned by Student
Entertainment as a companion to the evening
concert and was originally slated to be held
inside Memorial Union. Fortunately, the
beautiful weather made for a welcome turn of
WMEBTop20
1 NINE INCH NAILS • Year Zero
2 MODEST MOUSE • We Were Dead Before The Ship Even
Sank
3 ARCADE FIRE • Neon Bible
4 LAURA VEIRS • Saltbreakers
5 BLONDE REDHEAD • 23
6 KLAXONS • Myths Of The Near Future
7 TED LEO AND THE PHARMACISTS • Living With The
Living
8 BJORK • Earth Intruders [Single]
9 SHIINA RINGO • Heisei Fuuzoku
10 ARCTIC MONKEYS • Favourite Worst Nightmare
11 FRATELUS • Costello Music
12 KAISER CHIEFS • Yours Truly, Angry Mob
13 WARREN HAYNES • Benefit Concert Vol. 2
14 PETER E3JORN AND JOHN • Writers Block
15 LCD SOUNDSYSTEM • Sound Of Silver
16 !!! • Myth Takes
17 EXPLOSIONS IN THE SKY • All Of A Sudden I Miss
Everyone
18 OF MONTREAL • Hissing Fauna, Are You The Destroyer?
19 SHINS • Wincing The Night Away
20 GRINDERMAN • Grinderrnan
Tune in to your campus radio station, WMEB 91.9,
Redefining the alternative.
events as the two bands took their sounds out-
doors. Hundreds of students gathered in the
grassy area by the Union to enjoy the Old
Silver Band — a two-man group from Cap
Cod, Mass. — and the three-piece Lucy
Vincent band as Frisbees were tossed, dogs
frolicked and smiles ruled the sunny, joyful
scene.
Highlights included the Old Silver Band's
mandolin mastery and genuine chitchat with
the crowd, Lucy Vincent's stunning lead gui-
tarist and impressive flute playing by the
drummer. The atmosphere was reminiscent of
a day at the Bangor Folk Festival in late
August, only with a more apparent apprecia-
tion of the long-overdue spring weather. The
Concert Cafe lasted several hours and Vice
President of Student Entertainment Amanda
Sprague deemed it a huge success with an
astonishing turnout.
Later Monday night, Vermont jam hand
Strangefolk kicked off a seven-song set in the
Maine Center for the Arts. Several groups of
eccentric dancers jumped to their feet imme-
diately, but Strangefolk's nonexistent crowd
interaction was evident in the audience as the
set closed in on one hour. While the applause
See ROOT on Page 13
Maine Steiners take a cappella style
to CD to highlight season's talents
By Zech Dionne that generally feeds off each
Copy Editor other for pitch, timing and per-
formance.
The University of Maine's "With our shows, I consider
premier male a cappella group, ourselves an entertainment
the Maine Steiners, have stepped group above an a cappella group,
out of the studio and back onto so we try to entertain the audi-
the stage to finish out the semes- ence while we're doing this, so
ter. Celebrating the release of it's hard to do that without the
their new album, "You Play the audience there to draw that ener-
Guiro," the Steiners will per- gy," Hunter said. "I think the
form a half-hour set in the album still came out great,
University Bookstore today at because it kind of accentuates
11:45 a.m. and at their spring the musicality aspect pf it rather
concert with UMaine ladies' a than just the entertainment
cappella group Renaissance next aspect. So it gives us two faces;
Friday, May 4. to be able to be stage performers
The new album was recorded and studio recorders. It's hard to
in roughly six weeks between do both."
February and March, according "You Play the Guiro" consists
to Lee Hunter, president of of 15 songs and is the first
University Singers and a third- Maine Steiners' release since
year Steiner. The group made their 2004 live album, "Alive."
use of a soundproof booth typi- A studio work has not been
cally used for hearing studies in recorded since 2002. "No one in
Dunn Hall. The 10 members the group now was on the last
each entered the studio individu- studio album," Hunter said; an
ally and sang only to a click impressive feat considering his
track and basic chords, a new sentiment on the final product:
process for an a cappella group "It came out unbelievably well."
Juk
Hunter highlighted the excit-
ing potential to add multi-
tracked elements to the songs
that cannot exist in a live,
unmodified setting, but also,—
emphasized the desire to stay
true to their simple, live roots.
"We tried to get an organic
sound; make it sound great so
you can tell it's recorded in a
studio, but still have a real
organic sound. Some bands
over-produce and put weird
effects so you can't even tell it's
people singing."
"Guiro" includes Pearl Jam's
"Better Man," group member
Seth Grondin's original piece
"That Ain't Love," the bluegrass
tune "Bury Me Beneath the
Willow Tree" and Guster's
"Parachute," among others.
"That's probably actually my
favorite track to listen to; it
came out so well," Hunter said
of the Gus ter cover. The
Steiners' cover of Guster's
"Center of Attention" is a stan-
dard favorite in their live shows.
See STEINERS on Page 13
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CDREVIEW
"Year Zero"
Nine Inch Nails
Interscope
April 17, 2007
A scant two years after the
release of the fourth Nine Inch Nails
album, Trent Reznor has seen fit to
release a monster. "Year Zero" is a
16-track concept album backed by a
bizarre and com-
plex storyline.
Leading up to
the album's
release, Reznor
leaked three
tracks via thumb
drives left in
bathroom stalls at
venues in Europe
during perform-
ances. Around
this time
obscure Web
sites were discovered
through tour shirts, pictures and
even in the odd noise at the end of
one leaked track. Together, they tell
the story of a totalitarian future
based on our current government,
religion and global conditions
through multiple perspectives.
The album is a return to heavy
ptogranuning for Reznor, whose
new project is full of electronic
,Oleeps and screeches. Think
"Deep," only more layered. That
being said, most of the songs are
fairly low key and lack the thickness
that caused 'The Downward Spiral"
to skyrocket Fans of Massive
Attack will enjoy the slow crawling
beat of "Me, I'm Not,"
"Survivalism" and 'The Beginning
of the End" are exceptions, sound-
ing more like throwbacks to the last
album.
Pop hooks abound, especially in
tracks like "Meet Your Master,"
whose bouncy rhythms pull listen-
ers through. For the most part, they
balance well with the programming.
The only song that may go a bit too
far is "Capital G," which will raise a
combination of ire, eyebrows and
k laughter from hanicore Nine Inch
>•-• 
Nails fans when they hear how
Reznor chose to sing.
The lyrical work on "Year Zero"
is some of his best in a while. At the
end of the second verse in "Zero-
Sum," the last song on the album,
Reznor whispeis "and I guess I just
wanted to tell you ; as the lights start
to fade , that you are the reason / that
I am not afraid and I guess I just
wanted to mention as the heavens
will fall , we will
be together
soon if we will
be anything at
all." Many of the
lyrics also refer-
ence the underly-
ing story.
There are,
however, some
musical draw-
backs that take
away from what it
could be. Several
of the tracks have
beats that are almost interchange-
able and close to half of them end in
the same fashion with extended
instrumental outros.
Its packaging is certainly a step
above "With Teeth," with a different
style of digipack fold and a full
booklet Opening the flaps of the
album reveals an arm on the left in a
suit sleeve holding a bible and one
on the right, bare and muscular,
holding an assault rifle. The CD
itself has a thermo-chrome heat-sen-
sitive face that changes color when
its temperature rises. Normally it is
black with the title in a small silver
font. After the color change, which
turns the background off-white,
zeros and ones are visible along with
the copyright information. The spe-
cial edition of the album will feature
a color-changing metal ease.
Overall, it is not the best Nine
Inch Nails album, but it is certainly
not their worst.
Reznor has commented that
"Year Zero" is the first of two con-
cept albums and that a movie based
on the story may be in the works.
— Jesse Davis
Pride finale is all about voices
Boston Gay Men's Chorus teams up with UMaine vocal groups
By Jennifer Bashford
Copy Editor
The Boston Gay Men's Chorus
(BGMC) provided the finale to
Pride Week on Sunday afternoon.
The Maine Center for the Arts
hosted the group's benefit concert
as part of BGMC's own Youth
Outreach Program in schools and
colleges across the country. Their
aim is "creating a more tolerant
society through the power of
music," and they have been suc-
cessful in raising awareness partic-
ularly in New England, but also
internationally.
Only 70 members of what is
usually a 175-strong chorus made
the trip up to Maine, but this
included five University of Maine
alumni and others with fond mem-
ories of UMaine summer music
camps. Led by animated Music
Director Reuben M. Reynolds, the
ensemble created great entertain-
ment and powerful music. One
member of the group signed the
words for each song.
They sang a selection of songs
from their recent production, "You
Gotta Have Friends: The Songs of
Bette Midler & Barry Manilow,"
including "The Rose," "Can't
Smile Without You" and "Wind
Beneath My Wings."
One of the highlights was
"Hawaiian Bette" in which duo
Todd Sandstrom and Al Gordon
donned leis and a ukulele and sang
while four chorus members parad-
ed the stage in full hula-girl getup.
BGMC also gave a moving tribute
to last week's tragedy at Virginia
Tech with "I Shall Miss Loving
You," by Kris Anthony. They
closed with a lively rendition of
"Down by the Riverside" and
received a fantastic reaction from
the MCA audience.
This year also marks the 25th
anniversary of the Boston Gay
Men's Chorus and the concert was
part of their ongoing celebration of
the group's success.
UMaine's Athena Consort
warmed up the audience and
opened the concert with a selection
of pleasant pieces. Their set per-
formance included three love
songs by Brahms, a pretty four-
part piece titled "Spells" and poet-
ry by Kathleen Raine about cre-
ation, bringing lost creatures
home, sleep and safekeeping, all
See CHORUS on Page 13
It's not your parents' prom
College students don't care much
for proms. However, the sexual-cul-
tural landscape has no choice: Prom
season, that standard-bearer of com-
ing-of-age stories for generations, is
upon us. This year, the season is
changing — and so are the colors of
its participants.
Welcome to Ashburn, Ga, a town
breaking with tradition this year by
celebrating its first-ever integrated Eryk Sa
prom. Ashburn is apparently just slightly more conser-
vative than Butler, Ga., which integrated its prom way
back in 2002. For those of you who grew up after the
Supreme Court's Brown v. Board of Education ruling
— that is, those of you younger than 53 years old —
you might wonder just how it was that a town managed
to spend all this time with "separate but equal" proms.
The answer is that old standby — tradition.
"It's always been a tradition, since my daddy was in
school, to have the segregated ones, and this year we're
finally getting to try something new," Lacey Adlcinson,
a 14-year-old resident of the town, told CNN. There
were 213 students who defied that tradition, though the
segregated proms still took place.
This
week in
sex
Boxed DI/Ds of
yoir favadte show
OFYou could pay a
$50 Student Conduct Administrative Fee
For tampering with your smoke detector
to smoke or bum a candle*
Violation 22 of the Student Conduct Code : Creation of a fire
hazani or other dangerous condition.
Sanction Range : Residence Hall Suspension, Restitution for
Damage or Fire Dept Response, and Community Service
"Ibis is an example of a policy violation. In addition to the sanctions listed, educational sanctions may be imposed.
The student also may receive a summons to mut or be arrested for violating site or federal laws. For a complete
listing of policies, see the Student Conduct Code on the web at (hng/ /www.umaine.eduistudentaffairs/jad/) or call
the Office of Community Standards, 581-1406.
THES
AffDIVISION OF
student airs
lvaggio
the title.
"It's not like the stereotype where the king has to be
a jock and he's there with the cheerleaders anymore,"
Leanne Reyes, a 16-year-old high school senior in
Fresno, told the Associated Press. "We live in a gener-
ation now where dudes are chicks and chicks are
dudes."
Parents have long worried about prom night as the
first night of reckless teenage independence, where the
sheltered go out and drink, crash cars and engage in
premarital sex on a massive scale. These fears are not
unfounded — prom night is statistically a prime night
See SEX on Page 13
On the other end of the red-state,
blue-state spectrum, Fresno, Calif.
has reversed an earlier decision and is
allowing Tony Covarrubias to run for
Prom King. Perhaps this sounds
unsubstantial, but then you should
know that Tony Covarrubias began
his high school career as Cinthia
Covarrubias. It is the first time in his-
tory that an openly transgendered
individual is being allowed to run for
KEEP YOUR CAR 14EALTI-IY
Check your car's air fliter monthly. Save 800 lbs.
of carbon dioxide and $130 per year.
Keep the tires on your car adequately
inflated. Check them monthly. Save
250 lbs. of carbon dioxide and $840
per year.
oil La e,);11
To learn more, visit www.stopglobalwarming.org
WIN A PAIR OF TICKETS
(ilt) Fenway Park, Friday, Sept. 14 ©
RED SOX vs YANKEES
or one of 20 great prizes!!!
Raffle Tickets are $5 EA. or 20 for $20
Drawing 8/24 - Proceeds benefit the Lobster Institute -
Celebrating 20 years of service to the lobster industry.
Available in the Memorial Union
ONE DAY ONLY-- Thurs. May 3. 11:00-2:00
CHADWICK
DENT At
We love rota lartile•
Thomas K Chadwick, DDS
One Cumberland Place
Bongos' 945-3360
www r.inawk-lcricemetrern
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ROOT
From Page 11
was adequate, the reaction from the crowd was
mostly uninspiring, although it did pick up for
the fmal two songs.
Strangefolles sound was rich, clear and well
honed for their style. The lanky Jon Trafton's
playful leads struck a solid balance between
deliberately-paced melodies and a healthy dab
of flashiness. Their selection included "Lost
Soul" and "Entitled," among other lengthy
jams.
The entire crowd immediately rose to their
feet with Jim Donovan's first drum strike as
Rusted Root took the stage. The Pittsburgh-
based five-piece opened with "Laugh as the
Sun," one of the last songs on their 1994 soph-
omore album, "When I Woke." The album gar-
nered platinum status with over 1 million sales
and is a veritable classic among fans.
Fortunately, Rusted Root represented it well
with numbers like "Cruel Sun," "Marty" and
the instantly recognizable "Send Me on My
Way," which came surprisingly early in the set
and was pitch-perfect, flute solos and all.
Rusted Root maintained a commanding,
energetic stage presence for the entire set,
CAMPUS PHOTO BY ADRIANNE HESS
SEND ME ON MY WAY — Rusted Root performs Monday evening at the
MCA.
flaunting their enjoyment of every moment. The
passion Rusted Root has for their music was
front and center in their live show; they came as
close as five humans possibly can to actually
becoming one with their instruments and songs.
Patrick Norman's bass licks were infectious, his
talent impossible not to notice. Lead vocalist
and acoustic guitarist Michael Glabicki shined
as the group's frontman, nailing every note and
showcasing an exciting performance reminis-
cent of acoustic masters such as Michael
Hedges.
The band's enthusiasm was matched by the
crowd's for the entirety of the performance, as
they danced, clapped and sang for the full two-
hour set. Rusted Root traditionally shy away
from being labeled as a jam band, as they incor-
porate so many sounds into their blend —
unique acoustic work, ethnic drtun styles, many
obscure percussion instruments and Glabicki's
one-of-a-kind voice merge for a product that
truly transcends genre and must be respected as
a unique entity. Still, Rusted Root indulged in
the jam band staple of extending their songs and
rocking out with impnwised and added seg-
ments.
A new song, which was written for the
group's as-of-yet unrecorded upcoming release,
was a perfect example of the group's versatility_
— while many of their songs have a strong trib-
al feel, "Dance in the Middle" was a straight-up
barn dance tune. The band also played a COM
of Stevie Wonder's "Superstition" that 'umpired
into Bob Dylan's "All Along The Watchtower"
briefly in the middle.
Rusted Root left the stage to a strong
applause that refused to die, and the fans got
what they wanted — a three-song encore begin-
ning with a song from Glabicki's solo material
and finishing with the opener of "When I
Woke," the exhilarating, completely singable
"Ecstasy."
JIVE
From Page 11
towards the CD production for this
summer," said Karl Varian. Serious
plans for their upcoming album are
well underway and Mathers was also
sporting a TCP T-shirt. Check out
their Facebook fan-group for more
information and to keep updated
with news on the group.
Sons of David — duo Jonah
Bruce and Geoff DeBree — gave a
solid performance of steady rock ear-
lier in the evening. They sang some
original staples, such as "Recogni7e
Defeat" and "I Wonder," that exhib-
ited their polished guitar work and
DeBree's powerful vocals, and
ended on a classic cover of
Radiohead's "Creep."
Miles Hanson opened the night,
accompanied by Scott Batsen on gui-
tar and combined a few originals
with a couple of covers — including
a great rendition of "Give Me One
Reason" by Tracy Chapman and ini-
tiated the crowd participation with a
fun cover of "Sweet Caroline" by
Neil Diamond.
SEX
From Page 12
for unprotected sex and an even bet-
ter night to be killed by a drunk
driver.
Parents don't particularly care
about the sex anymore. At least, the
media doesn't In a Google search of
"prom season," almost every article
is about the dangers of alcohol, leav-
ing the sexual bogeyman btuied
alongside segregation and gender-
centric school dances. This might not
be a turning point for this generation
— after all, our parents had the sum-
mer of love and the corresponding
decade of ennui to shag to their
hearts' content prior to our coming
into the world.
No, the fears parents have over
prom aren't about the sex. Instead,
they stem from a subtle awareness of
what prom night is: the moment
when one generation's values will be
tested by the next. While the children
of Ashbum probably don't imagine a
transgender prom king next year, the
integrated prom shows, primarily,
that social progress is happening.
Apartments & Houses
For Rent
Orono & Old Town
A. IOW Alti S350 monthly per person
Efficiewcies, 1.2. 3, 4. 5 & 6 bedrooms
Available June lm & September 1 m.
KC Management
69 Main Street, Orono
ph: 866-7027
Check out our website for
locations and prices.
wetkote: www.kcintsidaerneriunc com
TINE MICE ()NES CIO EARLY!
STEINERS
From Page 11
Ryan Newell, a graduating
Steiner who is well-versed in audio
engineering, produced the album.
The group stayed in the studio for
many late nights and group sessions,
often critiquing each other's per-
formances for the best possible
results.
Even with results that Hunter
prides as "something to take with me
after college," the Steiners are not
content to sit on their haunches in the
near or distant future. Their annual
spring show with Renaissance will
move to the Maine Center for the
Arts and vvill be free for the first time.
Next year is also the 50th anniver-
sary of the group. "You Play the
Guiro" is their eighth album since
1958, according to Hunter, and they
are looking to release a compilation
with several tracks frmn each album
and a few new songs, along with a
commemorative event.
"We've also been talking of
doing a DVD; we've got a lot of
backstage footage and tour
footage from our past tours, 0,0
we're looking into putting that
together for a DVD, which I
think would make us the first
college a cappella group to do
that," limner said. "We're trying
to be a little innovative."
CHORUS
From Page 12
set to music. The group fin-
ished with a fun George
Gershwin Medley.
Next, the Black Bear Men's
Chorus sang an energetic range of
songs from around the world.
Drums were a prominent feature
in songs such as "African
Processional."
"Dravidian Dithyramb" was
an interesting piece of Indian
classical music sung by the cho-
rus that featured Senthil
Sockalingam playing the tabla —
a pair of hand drums. The group's
performance was choreographed
well and showed off great move-
ment in "Swing Low, Sweet
Chariot," complementing their
powerful vocals with fun visuals.
"Shenandoah" provided
another mark of solidarity and
remembrance with Virginia
Tech and was a touching per-
formance. The group ended
with spirit in their "UMaine
Medley" and received a stand-
ing ovation, as did the BMGC.
The
Writing
Center
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Horoscopes
Aries
March 21 to April 20
You have been venting your frustra-
tions lately and today is no excep-
tion. While it is good to get things
out into the open, remember to bal-
ance this with lots of positivity.
Taurus
April 21 to May 20
You feel that something is missing in
your life today but you can't quite put
a finger on it. Attempt to get in touch
with your spiritual side.
Gemini
May 21 to June 21
You are taking what others say too
',personally. Most people you run into
today will know that you are in an
overly sensitive state but will not be
able to resist pushing you to the
limit.
Cancer
June 22 to July 22
Something is causing you mental
anguish today because you can't
stop yourself from desiring it. Just
know that you are being pulled in a
certain direction for a reason.
Leo
July 23 to August 22
You seem to be moving two steps
forward and three steps backward
lately. It may be your approach that
is not helping you.
Virgo
Aug. 23 to Sept 22
It seems that you want to spend
more time with those who are not
sincere or considerate, because
these particular individuals tell you
what you need to hear rather than
what you want to hear.
Ubra
Sept 23 to Oct 23
You have just become disillusioned
with what seems like a constant bar-
rage of requests for assistance.
Directing your energies and gen-
erosity to the actual individuals that
could use your support will help to
change the way you feel about giv-
ing.
,Scorpio
Oct 24 to Nov. 22
You are in a sharing, loving mood
and can openly exprkqs yourself
today. This is the time to let your
loved ones know what you are plan-
ning for the future.
Sagittarius
Nov. 23 to Dec. 21
You work too hard but then you bum
out having no time to yourself. Make
time for your own needs by schedul-
ing a part of your day just for you.
Capricorn
Dec. 22 to Jan. 20
You seem to be persecuting yourself
by taking on more tasks than you
can handle. If you will become a bit
more selfish today about giving of
yourself, those around you will be
surprised at the courage you have
to say "no."
Aquarius
Jan. 21 to Feb. 18
You hear some good news which
will make petty problems seem
insignificant. This is your day to
enjoy, as you can finally see the
dream becoming reality.
Pisces
Feb. 19 to March 20
You will be in good shape from the
intellectual point of view, and will
have an excellent cooperation with
people in your circle.
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ARE YOU "CANDY THE
CLOWN"?
LOGIC MAN!
By Brian Sylvester
MAYBE I'LL COME
BACK . .
Hey,
baby,
come on
back.
We've
still got
twenty
minutes
left
See any-
thingIllogical
yet,
Spock?
tgow clovirc trvt4r41Cor3pvt.i %fiancee " toloselice
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By Brian Sylvester
HONK
HONK
That depends
Does talking to
a dog count as
something )
"illogical"?
loue1444.
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TAKE A CLOTI4
BAG TO Ti4E
GROCERY STORE
Using your own cloth bags to carry
groceries home from the market
reduces waste and requires no addi-
tional energy.
To learn more about how you can
reduce your impact on the environ-
ment, go to
www.StopGlobalWarming.org.
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SUDOKUPUZZLE
6 9
7 2
53 1
6 58 4
7 9 2 3
1 23 6
6 54
2 9
4 8
hard
HOW TO PLAY
• Each row (horizontal
line) must have numbers
1-9 in any order but each
digit can only appear
once.
• Each column (vertical
line) must have numbers
1-9 in any order but each
digit can only appear
once.
• Each 3x3 box must
have numbers 1-9 in any
order but each digit can
only appear once.
There is only one correct
answer!
NURIKABEPUZZLE
5 1 6
2 3 4
5
2
3
3
VII
5 8 7 2
8 2 5
medium
.
;c
) w
w
w
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ai
ly
su
do
ku
.c
om
 2
00
7 
HOW TO PLAY
Like Sudoku, each puz-
zle has only one solu-
tion, and that solution
can be reached without
resorting to trial and
error.
Each square must be
black or white. Use dots
to mark the squares you
know are white. Nurikabe
has four additional rules:
• Each group of white
cells ("islands") must
contain only one number.
• The number of white
squares in a group must
equal that number.
• All black squares must
be linked together to
form a continous block
(the "wall" or "stream").
• 2x2 blocks of black
squares are disallowed.
Remember: If a square
cannot be white, it must
be black!
Lo5e OR
GET PAID FOR YOUR COMIC STRIPS.
PUBLICATION SUBJECT TO EDITOR'S DISCRETION.
Ti {MAINE
CAMPUS
Pattie Barry
Diversions
581-1267
Using servicemen and
women to keep UM safe
To begin with,
I'd like to think I
speak for the
entire staff of The
Maine Campus
in expressing
condolences to
any and all
affected by the
tragic shooting at
Virginia Tech. It
is truly disheartening to see the dam-
age one lone, deranged and unar-
guably completely insane individual
can wreak.
I've seen a lot of proposals in the
days since that terrible tragedy —
pundits cry for stiffer gun control
laws and stiffer immigration proce-
dures, not realizing that, in the end,
neither of these things would have
prevented Cho Seung-Hui from
committing his brutal rampage. It's
clear that he was possessed enough
by his goal that it would have been
achieved no matter how many stum-
bling blocks the legal system threw
in front of him.
To that end, it falls on institutions
like Virginia Tech and, in turn, the
University of Maine, to examine
what can be done to not only prevent
such events from repeating them-
selves, but to do so in a manner that
does not impede the rights of the stu-
dents at these schools. In other
words, we must protect ourselves
without becoming a police state, at
least on a campus scale.
It got me thinking. "How could
UMaine increase the size of its secu-
iity force cheaply at that — in
such a way that it could better
respond to an event like Tech's?"
Then it dawned on me.
UMaine, like most public schools
in the country, has a notable minority
of students with previous service in
the aimed forces. A select number of
these students are inevitably combat
experienced soldiers, sailors, airmen
and Marines. These are people who
have literally borne arms for their
nation and used them in hostile situ-
ations. If you're looking for a cheap
and effective way to increase the size
of a local security force, look no fur-
ther.
I envision a scenario that plays
out as such: A qualified former or
current service member (one who
has served in a role that required
knowledge of firearms and their use),
is accepted to the university. In a
manner similar to the program in
which volunteers with the Orono
Fire Department are compensated
with mom andior board, these indi-
viduals would be taken on as a secu-
rity force, of sorts. With the proper
training, continuing education, close
supervision by Public Safety (regular
checks on ammunition, safety proce-
dures, etc.) and the right background,
it is feasible to see, in my opinion,
these people serving as armed, inac-
tive security personnel on campus.
I'm not saying that these individ-
uals could or would have the author-
ity to stand on a corner and hand out
traffic tickets, arrest people for
underage drinking, or police any
other of the myriad of commonplace
legal violations that occur on a col-
lege campus. What I'm saying is
that, in the event of an occurrence
similar to what happened in Virginia,
the school would already have a
chance of having an anned and
trained individual on the scene.
Imagine if, in Virginia, when Cho
Rambling
Fool
By Benjamin Jarvela
opened the first
classroom door
to open fire,
instead of being
met by a
defenseless class
of students he
was instead met
by an armed,
trained and
capable former
Marine.
Obviously, there would be legal,
logistical and safety issues that
would need to be ironed out. Such
individuals would have to be kept
under the close supervision of the
campus police, trained at regular and
constant intervals regarding their
authority, the limits of their discre-
tion and the consequences of inap-
propriate behavior. Safety, I believe,
would not need to be as immediate
an issue, because there are weapons
designed for situations like this.
Police across the country are being
outfitted with side arms that can only
be fired when they are in contact
with a ring worn by the individual
they are issued to — thus minimizing
the chances of sonic random, drunk-
en idiot grabbing the weapon .4%nd
committing some horrible mistake.
And these individuals could be
equipped with discreet, easily
portable two-way radios or cell
phone wallcie-talkies. The armed
individuals themselves are, quite lit-
erally, individuals who have already
be trusted by the government to bear
mins in the most hostile of situation
and, with the proper screenings and
supervision, I feel could be trusted
with such a responsibility at a place
like UMaine.
The scenario I'm presenting isn't
foolproof. There's no guarantee that
an individual would be at the scene
of an incident (although there is def-
initely a deterrence factor at work
here). It's difficult to envision a full-
on firefight taking place in, say, Little
Hall (although, it is much easier%
picture that than a full on massacre
on par with Virginia Tech). The
restrictions on who could qualify for
such a position would have to been
incredibly figit Only those with
prior military or amied law enforce-
ment careers could be considered,
disqualifying even the school's
Army and Navy ROTC students
(although any responsible midship-
men or cadet would be the first to
admit that they would not be quali-
fied for such a position. Maybe in
five years, but not now). Theii
would have to be a substantial
amount of oversight over these indi-
viduals and their equipment to
ensure their responsible deployment
and upkeep.
I feel the positives outweigh the
negatives, though. Costs would be
minimal, much less than sizably
increasing the police force "in case'
something happened. As mentioned,
deterrence would come into play.
The school would be safer and the
impact on the daily lives of 99 per-
cent of the student body would be
absolutely unnoticeable.
In the end, though, we would all
be attending a safer school and the
lives of not only ourselves, but also
our friends, professors and the
UMaine staff would be that much
more protected by a group of inai-
victuals who have already demon-
strated that they are capable to bear-
ing such responsibility.
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BULLPEN
From Page 20
in a row and eighth in the last nine
games.
"Our confidence has definitely been
boosted; everyone seems riled up," said
Carroll. 'Hopefully it works this week-
end with Albany and leads to a sweep."
UMaine is currently 13-20.
Despite the score, however, the game
was not the walk in the park it might
seem.
With the Black Bears trailing 5-4 and
in-state rival Colby College threatening
tet blow the game open with the bases
loaded in the top of the sixth, Carroll
shut down senior second baseman Tom
Salemy and provided the squad with
just enough inspiration to close out the
Mules for good in the remaining 3.5
innings.
"Those situations I love; I love being
under pressure," Carroll said.
The Black Bears responded quickly
to the sudden switch in positions, bat-
ting in two quick runs in the bottom half
of the inning. Anchored by RBI at-bats
from Menendez and Brian Hackett,
UMaine was able to counter the
inspired Colby assault.
"Once that fourth and fifth inning
came and we realized we were down
and we had a lot of guys just say 'hey
this is kind of an emergency we need to
pick it up," said Barrett, who had two
hihs and two RBIs.
Menendez led the way for UMaine
with a double off the left field fence
that scored Ostrander with one out.
Fueled by Menendez's game-tying hit,
Hackett sent a deep shot to center, good
enough to bring leadoff man Billy
Cather home.
"These kids hitting their spots are
good, but they're not throwing 90 mph
so you just can't really do too much,"
Barrett said about the Colby pitchers.
"When you do too much you're going to
pop it up in foul territory. You try and
small up and stay consistent."
For both teams it was a chance for
role players and rarely used hurlers to
shine.
"I think [this type of midweek game]
is big for the confidence of the role
players," Ostrander said. "They help
Pain a little bit of confidence headed
into the conference games."
According to the innings-strapped
Carroll, confidence was exactly what
this decision brought.
"It was a good game to get into and
get some good experience," said
Carroll. "I felt great — my arm is back.
I feel like I'm getting back to where I
use to be. Hopefully it stays like this. I
finally made it past 10 innings. Every
year I get around seven innings and I
get hurt again but I definitely think
kou'll see some more of me."
Already, Carroll has seen more time
this year than in the past three seasons
combined.
"Will Carroll did exactly what we
CAMPUS PHOTO BY ADRIANNE HESS
AT BAT — Freshman outfielder Kevin Jackson stands in during Tuesday night's baseball game.
asked: he threw breaking balls for
strikes," said assistant coach Jared
Holowaty, who took over the manager
duties while UMaine manager Steve
Trimper was out recruiting.
Although he only saw an inning and
a third from the mound, Carroll's dis-
play of command did not go unnoticed
by his teammates either.
"Will has been consistent," said
Barrett. "He's a guy who hasn't thrown
a lot of innings, but once he gets in
there he throws the ball well. He has a
nice changeup and an off-speed curve-
ball. He's a kid that needs the confi-
dence and once he gets that he is going
to be throwing real well."
On the offensive side of the stat
sheet, UMaine continued to watch third
baseman Curt Smith ratchet up his aver-
age going 2-for-4 with a run scored and
three RBIs. Smith was joined by solid
performances from Matt McGraw, three
runs and Ostrander, three hits.
In the bottom of the eighth inning —
although seemingly in control —
UMaine added five insurance runs.
"I challenged the guys headed into the
eighth telling them let's grind out some runs
here," said Holowaty. "I challenged the
guys and we did; we found ways to score."
While Holowaty was pleased with his
offense's ability to register runs, he was
noticeably disappointed with the pitching
display.
"We've said it all year if you keep the
ball high, you're going to get hit,"
Holowaty said. "It doesn't matter if its
Arizona State or Colby. I hope the guys see
that and get better with it."
"If you're a championship program you
can't be positive with mediocrity and I
thought there was a lot of mediocre stuff."
Starter Mitch Clegg went 5.1 innings
for the Black Bears, but found trouble in
the top of the fifth inning, surrendering an
early 3-0 UMaine advantage.
"It's tough for Mitch, and those guys
who haven't got the innings they hope
for," Barrett said. "I think he did an OK
job once he settled in."
"It was good we got Mitch because
we are going to need Mitch going down
the stretch here," said Holowaty.
From the mound, Bobby Brown, Mike
Powers and Ryan Forrest also saw some
time. Brown got in trouble in the sixth
inning and gave way to Carroll.
The Black Bears now take to the road
for five games in New York — one
against Siena and the other four with
America East punching bag Albany.
So, is UMaine back to normal with
this sudden winning streak?
"Ask me after this weekend and I'll
feel a lot better about it," said Barrett.
"We're almost there. We're starting to
feel like the Maine baseball we know
and love and it hasn't for a long
time."
RUGBY
From Page 20
During their second game,
they met up with the eventual
champs, Vassar College. Though
they lost the game 20-7, the
Black Bears outplayed Vassar in
the second half. "We got our
game going in the second half,"
said Brian St. Pierre, the presi-
dent of the Men's club. "But
bring the first half of the game,
we came out flat. It could have
been due to the time off in
between games, or the extreme
heat, or the lack of conditioning.
I think it was probably a combi-
nation of all three, but either
way, our play in the first half is
what cost us the game."
Because of the format of tour-
nament play, the one loss pre-
vented the Black Bears from
moving on to the championship
round, so they had to play a con-
solation match on Sunday. They
ended up being matched up
against Mass Maritime Academy,
a team that was severely over-
matched by the Black Bears from
start to finish. The final score
was 22-5, but the game was not
as close as the score would indi-
cate. "We got to get a lot of new
guys into the
Baseball Notebook
Matt McGraw hit safely in his
13th straight game on Tuesday
night. That leaves him 14
games shy of Brian Sequin's
school record 27 game hit
streak.
Joel Barrett continues to inch
closer to UMaine's top five all-
time hits list. The senior tri-cap-
tain has 255 career hits, need-
ing just 11 more to move into
second place. Mark Sweeney
holds the record with 328
career hits.
Barrett is also closing in on the
all-time doubles mark. He is in
fourth place and needs 13 to
set the record.
ment, but you can't be mad about
game," said St. getting kids a chance to play."
While the season is coming to
an end for several Black Bear
players there are a few more
tournaments. All-star tryouts
begin this weekend and UMaine
is sending 10 players. Along
with Orsino, Higgins, St. Pierre
and Cormeau, the Black Bears
will send down seniors Kurt
Hood, Tony Desjardins and Josh
Taylor, sophomores Sam Larue
and Tony Purpura and freshman
Ken Harvey. They will compete
for 15 starting spots and 5
Pierre. "We were disappointed reserve spots with the other five
with the outcome of the touma- teams in the conference. Last
"There is no doubt in my
mind that ... we can
repeat our
undefeated season."
Brian St. Pierre
UMaine men's rugby
year, the Black Bears sent seven
players to Malden,
Massachusetts where the tryouts
are held.
Of the players that make the
All Maine team, they will be
able to tryout for the All New
England team, and eventually
the National Rugby squad.
"Even though the tournament
didn't turn out the way we want-
ed to," said St. Pierre, "but we
had a successful spring season.
And there is no doubt in my
mind that our hard work and
dedication will carry into next
fall and we can repeat our unde-
feated season."
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From Page 20
Memorial Spring Scrimmage nine days
away, the job remains up for grabs.
"The thing I realize is that I have a great
opportunity, as does Mike, to get on the
field this early in our careers," Parkes said.
"It's a big position with a lot of potential
and we have to make the most of that."
"I couldn't ask for anything else except
the opportunity to compete for the job. It's
something I'm excited about," Brusko
echoed.
So far, Brusko and Farkes have alternat-
ed working with the first and second units.
Through last weekend's first scrimmage,
each has helped an offense with a veteran
line and a lack of experience at the skills
positions make valuable progress.
"It's definitely been going well. I think
the offense has progressed a lot already,"
said Brusko, who rushed for several first
downs during the scrimmage.
The early edge in the battle goes to the
elder player, Brusko. The mobile, 6-2, 216-
pound Pennsylvania native has been at
UMaine a year longer and gained invalu-
able experience behind Ron Whitcomb last
fall.
Brusko appeared in every game as the
field goal unit's holder and scored a touch-
down on a fake field goal against Hofstra.
He showed flashes of brilliance running the
triple-option, including a team-best 32
yards in limited time against Boston
College.
"It's big," he said. "The experience of
just getting into a game at this level means
a lot."
At its heart, though, quarterbacking is
still about throwing the ball and Brusko
only tossed six passes last year. He has
shown an accurate arm so far, though, and
despite his prowess running was recruited
to play in the pro-style offense UMaine ran
prior to 2005.
"I like this offense in that it gives me a
chance to run around and show off my legs
a little bit," Brusko said. "But that's good
for Adam too, because he's a great athlete."
Farkes is a Boston native who was
recruited by a number of schools. However,
the Black Bears were the only team that
wanted him under center.
"I had my mind set that I wanted to play
quarterback. I know I can do it at this level.
Maine gave me the opportunity to do that,"
said Farkes, a 6-2, 184-pound gunslinger
with an impressive arm.
In his first year at UMaine, Farkes stud-
ied under Whitcomb and Brusko, practicing
every day despite seeing no game action to
preserve a year of eligibility as a redshirt.
"It's really been exciting for me because
it's the first time I've gone through this,"
Farkes said. "There's a competition at basi-
cally every position on the field and the
spring gets you a look at what's to come.
It's a jump start."
Either signal caller will continue a
UMaine tradition of handing the reigns to a
young, relatively inexperienced player who
has paid big dividends in the past.
Whitcomb rewrote the UMaine record
book after earning the spot as a redshirt
freshman by beating out Chris Legree.
Before that, Jake Eaton was a three-year
starter and led the Black Bears to two play-
off appearances.
While spring practice is not an ideal
game situation, the baptism is by fire for
the quarterbacks as they face one of the top
defenses in the country in UMaine's Black
Hole.
"That helps a lot," said Farkes. "Last
fall, going against the defense, I was a little
bit in shock. But I've been here for a while,
I've seen the speed of the game and it's
helped me realize that I'm at that level."
In an offense that employs a running
quarterback, injuries can happen. UMaine
also had packages that featured two quar-
terbacks towards the end of last season,
something that could return in a limited
capacity if both players develop.
"I think the best thing for the team is if
we both step up and make the team better,"
Brusko said.
The Black Bears don't expect to name a
starter until the fall, as Brusko and Farkes
will continue to go toe-to-toe for the signal
caller's duties in preseason training camp.
"It could go neck and neck through
camp," Brusko said. "Spring is a good
time to start establishing yourself, but we
probably won't have a starter set coming
out."
Both quarterbacks have goals of
improving every day and will show off
their skills in the Jeff -Cole Memorial
Spring Scrimmage on May 5. The annual
spring scrimmage kicks off at 8:45 a.m. at
Alfond Stadium.
lEMAINECAMPUS
CLASSIFIEDS
APARTMENTS FOR RENT
Bradley- Townhouse Apt. 2 bedroom, 1.5 bath,
living-room, kitchen-dining, very nice. Onsite
laundry, cable ready. No smoking, no pets. 9 mi.
to campus, $850/mo. plus sec. deposit. Heat
and hot water included. Avail. May 1st.
Tel. 866-4545
Orono Old Town Eff, 1, 2, 3, 4, BR apts
Heat, Hot Water, Water, Sewer, included with
lease and deposit. Call 223-4878
Advertise in The Maine Campus. Call
581-1273 between 9 a.m. and 4 p.m. to
place your classified advertisement.
w w w. mainecampus .com
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CAMPUS PHOTO BY JENNA LAVALLEE
POISE UNDER FIRE — Mike Bursko, one of two candidates for UM's quar-
terback spot, fires a pass under pressure during Sunday's scrimmage.
Brusko vs. Farkes: Where It Really Counts 
Favorite TV Show: Brusko — 24, Farkes —24
Best recent movie: Brusko Smokin' Aces, Farkes — 300
Best local food: Brusko —Texas Roadhouse, Farkes OHOP
TOP 5 REASONS TO LIVE AT ORCHARD TRAILS
So about how
long does it take
you to get to
campus?
Orchard Trails Is right across the
street fro* the University of
Maine: It only takes see eteinutes.
That means I can sleep in & still
get to class on time. Its even close
enough to walk!
1. Location
01000 0.4 itway COI
Orchard Trails
4 Empire Drive I Orono, ME 04413 I 207 866 2200 I cullegeparkweb com
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RED SOX CORNER
By Nicholas Parker
For The Maine Campus
With the first month of the
regular season out of the way,
the Red Sox are starting to get
a groove going. So far, they are
off to a 12-7 start after sweep-
ing the Yankees at home in a
three-game series. Daisuke
Ntatsuzaka looked less than
spectacular in his win. For
$100 million, Matsuzaka has
yet to show he is worth the
money that the Red Sox paid
for him.
On the other hand, J.D.
Drew has shown that he is
worth the money that the Sox
have paid for him so far, hitting
.328 and getting clutch hits
when the Sox need it most.
David Ortiz is still Big Papi
and leads the team in home-
runs. Ortiz is having a problem
hitting into the shift, but
believes that he can overcome
it without changing his swing.
The Blue Jays came into
town for a two-game series at
Fenway that saw the Red Sox
lo* 7-3 and 10-3. In the two
games the Red Sox committed
four errors. Vernon Wells had
four hits in Tuesday's game
and continued to give the Red
Sox pitching a rough time. At
the same time, the Red Sox
could not get anything going
offense wise. So far, it seems
that the Sox are either not hit-
ting well one night, then blow-
ing out the opposition the next.
Wednesday's game will fea-
ture the Red Sox taking on the
Baltimore Orioles for a two-
game series. Curt Schilling
will take the mound for the Sox
against Daniel Cabrera.
One player to watch for the
Red Sox is Mike Lowell, who
currently has a 10-game hitting
streak and has hit three home-
runs in three games.
Thursday's game will feature
Josh Beckett.
Next they will take on the
Yankees in the Bronx this
weekend in a three-game
series.
The rivalry has started to
heat up and this weekend
should be a good series to
watch with the probable return
of Mike Mussina to the
Yankees' injury-strapped start-
ing rotation.
This weekend's games will
feature Matsuzaka taking on
Jeff Karstens and Tim
Wakefield taking on Kei
Igawa. Saturday's game will be
broadcast nationally on FOX.
BATS
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knew they would be in for a
tough game.
The Black Bears' best
chance to score came in the
second inning, as they were
able to load the bases with only
one out. Unfortunately for
UMaine, BU pitcher Megan
Currier, who had a very good
game, was able to induce a
lineout and a flyout for the next
two batters. BU responded
when they had their chance in
the second and scored three
runs, then tacked on a couple
more in the third.
The Black Bears tried to get
something going and mount a
comeback in the fifth inning,
when they were able to get bat-
ters onto first and second base,
but once again Currier was able
to work her way out of a jam.
The pitcher for UMaine, fresh-
man Jessica Ghazali, was cred-
ited with the loss and falls to 8-
3 on the season. The week was
not a total disappointment,
however, as she was named the
league's co-pitcher of the week
on Monday. She went five
innings and allowed five runs
on seven hits with a strikeout
and two walks. Fellow fresh-
man Christine McGivney came
in for relief and did not give up
a hit.
The Black Bears return to
action this weekend when they
host the University of Albany
in a three-game series. The
series will begin on Saturday
with a doubleheader starting at
noon and will conclude on
Sunday with a single game,
also beginning at noon.
Sunday's contest will also be
Senior Day and each Black
Bear senior will be honored
before the first pitch.
CAMPUS PHOTO BY
OFF WITH THE PITCH — Senior outfielder Kate
a jump off first base during Tuesday's softball action.
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'Top lour qualify for postseason
JENNA LAVALLEE
Joseph gets
1. Boston University 12-2
2. Stony Brook 10-3
3. Hartford 8-5
4. UMBC 9-6
5. Albany 6-7
6. UMaine 6-8
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One that made it: Owens' NFL experience
By Daniel Bartlett
For The Maine Campus
A
fter completing his
senior season at
UMaine and signing
as a rookie free
agent with the Jacksonville
Jaguars, former running back
Monte!! Owens told
GoBlackBears.com a year ago,
"All I wanted was a chance."
Owens, who had a breakout
senior year for the University
of Maine with more than 700'
yards and nine touchdowns on
180 carries, went to
Jacksonville as a running back
and became a starter on special
teams.
While Owens' family sup-
ported his passion for sports,
his mother made sure he put
academics first. He used the
focus he gained from getting
good grades to push him
through college and into the
NFL.
He spent the first three years
at UMaine playing in the shad-
ow of UMaine's all-time lead-
ing rusher Marcus Williams.
"I was frustrated and wanted
to get out of here, but I'm a
competitor and I wasn't going
to let this guy put me out," said
Owens. "I put my work ethic
with the books into the weight
room, and my career blos-
somed from there."
At the Jaguars' training
camp, Owens had to battle for a
position on the team against
nearly 100 other athletes with
little to no support from other
players or the coaches.
"It's like you're fighting a
war and the guy next to you
could be dead tomorrow," said
Owens.
The dream to make the team
could be snatched away at any
time. He was homesick and
stressed with the burden of
constantly putting on a show
for fear he might not have a job
if he didn't. "It's a day-by-day
job and when I see somebody's
locker cleaned out and the
name swiped off, that's what
drives me to be better."
Since Jacksonville is rich in
"My goal is to go to the
Pro Bowl on special
teams and see where
things go from there."
Montell Owens
UMaine football
Class of 2006
the running back department,
with pro bowler Fred Taylor,
LeBrandon Toefield and rookie
standout Maurice Jones-Drew,
Owens worked out for
Jacksonville on special teams.
He started his college career on
kick return teams, so it was not
a difficult transition for him to
make. The speed and strength
that he had used to accelerate
past defensemen and drag them
on his back for extra yards at
CAMPUS FILE PHOTO
the university, he used on kick
coverage and returns, abilities
the coaches at Jacksonville rec-
ognized. For a few weeks, he
played safety and ultimately
earned a spot as a starter on
special teams.
"I performed," Owens said.
"I went down and said, I'm
going to give it everything I
have and I'm not going to hold
anything back."
Fred Taylor took Owens
under his wing after he made
the team. Owens sat next to
the pro bowler at team meet-
ings and has become great
friends with Taylor. "In meet-
ing, coach would try to quiz me
in front of the guys and Fred
would slip me the answer and
save my butt," said Owens.
Owens has bonded with all of
the running backs. He said the
team is proud of its family-like
atmosphere and the players
strengthen their ties by going
out to eat every weekend.
A native of Wilmington,
Del., Owens arrived in
Jacksonville with nothing. His
uncle Mindell Bellamy took
Owens in, giving him a place to
stay. "I didn't have a car, no
place to stay, didn't have any-
thing and Uncle Dell was there
for me," said Owens. The sup-
port his uncle gave him was
especially important when he
was doubting himself and not
having much fun the first half
of the season. "If you don't
have faith, you'll be consumed
by what's going on around you.
I almost let things consume
me, but I didn't," he said.
About halfway through the
season, Owens had to remind
himself that football was more
than a business,that it was a
passion, that he loved the
game. He credits his faith, that
if things are meant to work out
they will, with helping him
cope. He relaxed and began to
enjoy playing in the NFL.
Owens has one year left on
his contract with Jacksonville
and he is hoping for many
more. "The future looks good,
and I think I've put something
in the coach's hearts that
makes them say we need to
bring this guy back," said
Owens. "If I dig deep and get
PHOTO COURTESY OF THE JACKSONVILLE JAGUARS
ONE YEAR LATER — Montell Owens signed with the
Jacksonville Jaguars a year ago this weekend. He was one
of two undrafted free agents to make the Jags' final cut.
a good performance out of
myself this season, it's going to
look good. I love the game and
I just don't want to stop play-
ing."
Having accomplished one
dream, he is pursuing a new
one. "My goal is to go to the
Pro Bowl on special teams and
see where things go from
there," he said.
Owens was working on fin-
ishing his major in Kinesiology
at UMaine before he reported
to Jacksonville's training camp
on March 26. He hopes that he
can open a training facility one
day for elite athletes. "I want
to open up a facility where
guys can come and get ready a
few months before training
camp," said Owens. "The NFL
Several UMaine players hoping for Draft
Last year, Kevin McMahan became the
fitst L'niversity of Maine football player
selected in the NFL draft since 1990 when the
Oakland Raiders selected him with their final
pick. Fast forward nearly 365 days and sever-
al members of the Black Bears' 2()06 senior
class are hoping to follow in the dynamic
eceiver's footsteps.
Undrafted players are eligible to sign as
agents and many Black Bears have made
NFL that way as well, including Monte!l
per and Brandon
floeSI1 players most likely to
t professional deals after it's all said and
ne this weekend:
Dairen Stone: The safety from Buffalo is a
sure thing to he selected sometime during the
seven-round draft. Time is some debate, how-
ever, as to when he'll be selected
The Web site hIIp. u u w.Scouts.corn pegs
Stone as a third- to filth-iound pick, ‘%Iiile
ESPN has him tabbed as a seventh rounder
At 6-3 and 218 pounds, Stone has the size
to play at the next level. His speed has been
criticized, but he was the top safety in the
broad jump at the NFL combine and puts up
impressive agility numbeis across the board.
Stone had a strong showing at the East-
West Shrine All-Star game just after Christmas
and turned heads at the combine with his leap.
tug ability. That had his stock rising, but he
didn't test as well at UMaine's WO: day in
March, which is probably why ESPN has him
falling to the seventh round, even though draft
guru Mel Kiper called the 1.,rMaine sports
information department 'last Month to catch up
on the Black Bears' star-
The third and fourth rounds seem opti-
mistic for Stone, so expect hint to go early
Sunday, either late in the fourth round or
sometime in the fifth
Mutt King A }cat ago. King wasn't ex en
on the iadai teem ctin‘,2 noirt blolscn u
But alto a monster semor year that saw him
lead the nati,ffi in sacks, garner All America
honors and finish as a Buck Buchanan Award
finalist, the Stoughton, Mass, native has every
reasmi to think the NFL will call his IMMO.
At 6-.3 and 257 pounds, the defetiaive end
has professional site and impressive strength,
Ile has a good motor and the elite eomhinationi
of size, and athleticism prized by Mons run--.
Mug the 4-3 defense,
One mock draft has King ping
the fifth round, while the general consensus is
that he will be a late selection or a free agent,
Expect him to go in the late sixtb or seventh
round as teams are too enticed by his potential
to let him hit the open market as a free agent.
Mike DeVito A Work.0111 warrior, big Mike
DeVito is one of the strongest athletes in the
country at the small school level lie's what is
known as a tweencr hccause he doesn't have,
the monstious slie to play nose tackle of
the speed leynied to gap,. oil the outside
isn't going to last forever, so I
need to look at my time here as
an investment in my future."
The NFL, the fans, the mem-
orabilia and the experience
have been blessings for Owens.
He is still in shock when he
meets former players like Troy
Aikman and speaks with ESPN
analyzers like Chris Berman.
He never imagined he would be
a face on some kid's collector'r
card, but "It felt good signing it
knowing somebody would col-
lect it, and I was honored."
Owens advises anyone
working hard to realize a
dream to, "Try, just try,
because you've got nothing to
lose and everything to gain.
You're only cheating yourself
by not giving it a shot."
Still, the defensive I has strs
instincts, tremendous Chat'444.4 and stre
numbers that will be hard toignme. Ext
team like Cfteen Bay or PIttsbuigh
favors a small
give him a sl
Anol Csordott•
:ias a frev agent because
hurt Ins*Sting Few
as (fordo% bas p
the ability to make an imp*:
He also has tremendous Okativetet and that
combination will guarantee him a shot wine,
what.
shomilil Si pi
string problem
rssic at, fast
and
43 i rettiril nuin
Ales anyins, Ron Whttcotnli, 1331111
Roberts This trio is flyitig wudnithe radar a
bit. but don't be surprised if any of them get a
free agent tryout somewhere, Oncs' they
into a iookie camp, anything c4131 happen
Afun
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UMaine rallies behind bullpen, drops Colby
Will Carroll earns
first career victory
By Matthew Conyers
Editor in Chief
ORONO — There's no deny-
ing that junior pitcher Will
Carroll has had a rough go of it
with the University of Maine
baseball team.
In the past three seasons with
the Black Bears, Carroll has
pitched a grand total of 7.2
innings. Throw in his medical red
shirt year in 2005 and it's safe to
say Carroll's baseball career at
UMaine is not the stuff of leg-
ends.
UMAINE VS. SIENNA
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Still, on Tuesday, Carroll and
his injury-prone body proved that
there just might be a little bit of
magic left in that Boothbay arm
of his.
Sparked by the junior's first
career win, which saw him throw
for only an inning and a third, as
well as timely hitting from Joel
Barrett, Mark Ostrander, Curt
Smith and Danny Menendez, the
Black Bears knocked off in-state
rival Colby College 11-5. The
win was the Black Bears' second
See BULLPEN on Page 16
CAMPUS PHOTO BY ADRIANNE HESS
INSURANCE POLICY — Mark Ostrander is met at the dugout after scoring the game-winning run in the eighth inning
of Tuesday night's come-from-behind win over in-state rival Colby College.
'Terriers silence Black Bears' bats
Softball falls with
crucial Albany series
looming over horizon
By Tyler Francke
For The Maine Campus
The University of Maine
•
softball team hosted the
Terriers from Boston
University this
Tuesday at
Kessock Field.
The final score
of the game,
which marked the home opener
for the Black Bears, was a loss
* of 5-0. It put an end to the
three-game winning streak the
Black Bears had been on and
their record for the season
dropped to 21-23 and 6-8 in
America East play. The
Terriers improved to 28-9 and
12-2 in the conference.
It was a tough loss for the
Black Bears in their first game
at Kessock Field. Their home
opener has fallen unusually
elate in the season, due to an
extremely long and tiring
series of road trips and away
games. When their home open-
BU 5
UM 0
CAMPUS PHOTO BY JENNA LAVALLEE
WINDMILL — Freshman pitcher Jessica Ghazali winds to
fire a pitch during Tuesday's Kessock Field opener.
er was originally scheduled a
few weeks ago for the series
against Hartford, the games
were moved down to
Connecticut due to inclement
weather here at Orono.
The weather was finally
good enough for softball this
Tuesday and although the con-
ditions weren't ideal, both
teams came ready to play.
There was a fierce wind blow-
ing throughout the game,
which definitely seemed to
have an effect as several solid
hits from both teams were
blown out of play. Having
already lost to BU twice earlier
in the season at Boston with
scores of 8-1 and 15-5, UMaine
See BATS on Page 17
Brusko, Farkes audition
to start at quarterback
By Matt Williams
Sports Editor
Quarterback is among the most
elite, envied positions in sports.
Other games use it as an analogy
for their most important players.
The signal caller is a football
team's leader and its pulse. The
right QB can make the difference
between a miserable club and a
champion — just ask the New
England Patriots.
There is no question that quar-
terback is the most important and
spotlighted position on the field.
There is some debate, though,
over who will answer the call at
the crucial spot for the University
of Maine football team next fall.
Sophomore Michael Brusko
and redshirt freshman Adam
Farkes entered a fierce competi-
tion for the spot when the Black
Bears kicked off spring practice
two weeks ago. With the Jeff Cole
See QBs on Page 17
UM fares well in tourney
By Joseph Burnham The team opened up the tour-
For The Maine Campus nament by playing against
Eastern Connecticut College and
The University of Maine behind stellar team play, they
men's rugby team traveled to easily dispatched EConn 27-3.
Providence Rhode Island and Behind the play of senior Joe
Orsino, freshman Christian
Rugby Cormeau and sophomore
Andrew Higgins, the Black
competed in the annual Beast of Bears scored early and often,
the East tournament over the capitalizing on many of the mis-
weekend. The team finished the takes of the opposing team.
tournament well, compiling a 2-1
record. See RUGBY on Page 16
